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The purpose of this dissertation was to analyze and disseminate a combined 
dataset created from one laboratory’s work over years of experiments on simulator 
sickness (SS) in head-mounted displays (HMDs). As the growth of HMDs continues, 
there is a need to re-examine conclusions from earlier SS research. For several years, our 
lab used the same research paradigm and questionnaires to study SS resulting from HMD 
latency characteristics. This approach offers stronger statistical evidence for prior 
conclusions and the opportunity to examine higher order SS symptomatology. The 
dataset contains 623 unique participants from 10 studies, yielding 875 exposures to our 
stimuli. The current analysis of this dataset had four objectives: 1) to examine the 
contributions of sex and system latency to SS; 2) to identify time-series profiles of SS 
responses; 3) to examine the prevalence of symptom clusters in short HMD exposures; 
and 4) to evaluate the similarity between measures of simulator and motion sickness. 
While we found that varying latencies are more sickening when examining our combined 
work, the effect of sex appears null. Our dataset demonstrated variability in participants 
over time and in symptoms, but evidence converged to show “a rising tide lifts all boats” 
and sickness severity is what defines the profiles. Last, we contribute a comparison of the 
SSQ and MSAQ and their relative strengths and weakness, while both measure the 
overall construct of SS, their differences should be used to determine the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the next SS metric. Overall, this approach to a large body of SS 
observations provides methodology to be applied to other programs of research with SS. 
Using common methodology over years of work allowed for new analyses and findings 
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on SS, reflecting variability in participants often missing from related work.  Upon 
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 The purpose of this dissertation was to analyze and disseminate a combined 
dataset created from one laboratory’s work over years of experiments on simulator 
sickness (SS) in head-mounted displays (HMDs). SS has become a common concern as 
virtual reality (VR) technologies have gained more interest. While many studies have 
examined the causal factors in sickness, there has been less focus on variability of 
participant responses. Our lab has spent years collecting SS data from participants in a 
paradigm examining the specifics of HMD latency. However, these data have never been 
combined to explore higher order patterns.  
This dissertation combines SS data from a large sample of participants to advance 
understanding of SS. As much SS work has examined small samples, analysis of large 
samples serves a critical next step. This chapter provides an introduction and literature 
review of the broad topic of SS. 
 
Motion Sickness 
 Motion sickness is a long discussed phenomena that only became well studied in 
recent history. Motion sickness dates back as far as Ancient Greece, with the word nausea 
being etymologically derived from “naus” meaning ship (Reason & Brand, 1975). While 
many believe that motion sickness results from certain individual characteristics, 
researchers have postulated that anyone with a functional vestibular system (the orienting 
and gravitational sense) is susceptible. The vestibular system has been implicated as 
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necessary, as studies involving people with a dysfunctional inner ear organ show the lack 
of a sickness response to otherwise sickening motion (Golding, 2006). The occurrence of 
motion sickness in healthy subjects has led to sickness being considered a maladaptation 
syndrome- a normal response to an abnormal environment (Reason & Brand, 1975). 
Motion sickness has been studied in a variety of nauseogenic environments- cars, boats, 
planes, amusement rides, slow-rotating rooms, rotating chairs, and motion simulators 
among them (Golding, 2006).  
Sensory Conflict Theory 
 Sensory conflict theory (SCT) is the most accepted theoretical perspective on 
what causes motion sickness. SCT postulates that motion sickness is a result of 
conflicting information being presented to the orienting senses (Reason & Brand, 1975). 
The senses discussed here are vestibular, vision, and proprioception. Reason and Brand 
(1975) argued that any conflict between these senses can yield sickness, but that the 
vestibular system must be implicated.  
 As Reason and Brand (1975) note, there are necessary conditions for motion 
sickness to occur. The first is a requirement for some kind of acceleration regardless of 
the direction of the motion, or if it is real or illusory. The second is that some “sensory 
rearrangement” occur where visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive inputs disagree with 
one another, and/or with the previous experience of the individual (pg. 105).  
Characteristics of Sickening Stimuli 
 There have been several efforts to identify more stimulus-specific characteristics 
of sensory mismatch that contribute to motion sickness. Research has primarily focused 
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on understanding what motion patterns yield greater sickness incidence in terms of 
frequency and acceleration (O’Hanlon & McCauley, 1973). Many early reports of motion 
sickness incidence focused on reporting vomiting incidence under different stimuli, like 
those from O’Hanlon and McCauley. They found 0.167 Hz frequency of oscillation and 
0.20 g’s of acceleration as the greatest cause of sickness. O’Hanlon and McCauley 
modeled a variety of frequencies and accelerations of stimuli and found that people were 
able to tolerate both lower and higher frequencies without nearly as much sickness as 
those in the 0.1-0.2 range.  
 Since the contributions of O’Hanlon and McCauley, several others have added to 
the study of motion characteristics that lead to sickness. Lawther and Griffin (1988) 
examined a variety of frequencies and acceleration profiles that yielded emesis. They 
found the greatest rate of emesis between 0.1-0.25 Hz with a decline at higher values. 
Lawther and Griffin added to the argument that frequencies of 0.2 Hz are particularly 
nauseogenic and severity increases with length of exposure. The work highlighting the 
significance of 0.2 Hz has occurred with both real and simulated motion profiles. More 
recently, Groen and Bos (2008) applied O’Hanlon’s experimental design to a driving 
simulator study. In Groen and Bos’s study, lower frequencies (below 0.1 Hz) were also 
sickening, but their model matched initial work that 0.2 Hz is a point of increased 
sensitivity. Figure 1.1 shows a comparison of Groen and Bos to O’Hanlon and 
McCauley’s data. Figure 1.1 shows the similarity in profiles based on the two datasets. 
St. Pierre, Banerjee, Hoover, and Muth (2015) extended this finding to an HMD 
paradigm, which will be described in more detail later in this proposal. 
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Figure 1.1. Sensitivity figure from Groen & Bos (2008) showing that from McCauley’s 
work (1976; left) and TNO’s model (right). 
 
Simulator Sickness 
In early work, a set of common SS symptoms emerged from the use of flight 
simulators. At the time SS was a growing concern for the Navy as aviator discomfort was 
reported in the 1980s (Stanney, Kennedy, & Drexler, 1997). This largely military 
program of research developed from comparisons of flight simulators across branches of 
service, and countries, to determine what system factors might be contributing to 
sickness. While the growth of computer-generated flight was important for testing and 
training military personnel, there were many concerns about effectiveness of said 
programming. SS work has now extended to VR and uses of the technology beyond 
simulation for aviation training.  
SS is the aversive physical and psychological reaction to a computer-generated or 
virtual environment (VE; Kennedy and Fowlkes, 1992). Sickness caused by illusory 
motion or computer-generated systems has been described as SS or cybersickness by 
different researchers. However, there is a continuing debate in the literature about 
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whether or not SS is a subset of the broader experience of motion sickness (classically 
associated with real motion), or simply the same with a different causal factor (simulated 
or illusory motion).  
 When many think of motion sickness they imagine the most salient symptoms: 
nausea and emesis. These are not always prominent for SS. SS is described as polygenic 
and polysymptomatic, meaning it takes different forms based on the stimulus and the 
response of the individual (Kennedy & Fowlkes, 1992). One of the lesser studied 
phenomena is sopite syndrome, which is characterized by drowsiness and change in 
mood for VE users (Matsangas, McCauley, & Becker, 2014; Gemender, Sholes, & 
Haight, 2018). Virtual reality (VR) and HMDs have been characterized by reports of 
more oculomotor-related symptoms and postural instability than the classical nausea 
symptom reports (Kennedy & Fowlkes, 1992). The study of subjective symptom 
reporting has relevance for understanding not only prediction and risks when wearing an 
HMD, but the associated aftereffects (Kennedy et al., 2003). 
Simulator Sickness in Head-Mounted Displays 
 Several efforts have examined causal factors specific to SS. In particular, 
attention has been given to what features of display technologies can be modified to 
reduce likelihood of users experiencing negative effects. Some of the display factors that 
have been investigated are calibration, field of view (FOV), flicker, position-tracking 
error, scene content, and display lag or latency (Kolasinski, 1995). The currently 
proposed work focuses on a series of experiments manipulating display latency to 
understand underlying factors that may yield sickness.  
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Latency in HMDs 
 The stimulus used to create the data for this dissertation is HMD latency. Latency, 
or the time it takes from the detection of a real-world event by a sensor, processing, and 
to the corresponding update in the display, is a commonly discussed challenge in HMDs. 
Each component- the sensor, computer, and actuator- has an independent clock, each of 
which have latency (Figure 1.2). Further, when these components are not synchronized 
additional latency occurs in the buffer between these components. 
 
Figure 1.2. Mockup from Wu, Dong, & Hoover (2013) showing components that 
contribute to end-to-end latency. 
 
 Inertial sensor and computer generated latency are described in Wu, Dong, and 
Hoover (2013). Wu and colleagues used a high-speed camera calculation method, called 
the “outside observer method”, to get an objective measure of latency in HMD systems. 
The experimentally measured system latency recorded by Wu and colleagues suggested a 
time-varying function to characterize the latency in orientation trackers (like those used 
in HMDs) as opposed to a single fixed number.  
 There have been several studies conducted by our lab and others to characterize 
how latency relates to SS. Latency became a focus because it was a plausible sensory 
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conflict. When the user is stationary, the latency appears as a display update delay after a 
user head movement such that where a user is looking can differ from where their head is 
pointed. The series of studies taking place over the period between Moss and colleagues 
(2008) and Beadle and colleagues (2021) will be described in Chapter 2 and are the 
source of the data used in the proposed work. All of these studies involved an HMD 
latency manipulation to further examine the latency-sickness relationship. Chapter 3 will 
discuss latency more specifically and elaborate on relationships between latency and 
sickness.  
 
Limitations of Prior SS Research   
 One of the strengths of prior motion and SS research is the devotion to 
experimental manipulation. These manipulations resulted in small samples for many 
studies and limited ability to examine heterogeneity or variability in subjective symptom 
reports and the time course of symptom development. The limited examples of large-
sample SS work were conducted on military aviator populations (Kennedy et al., 2003). 
There was an operational need for understanding aftereffects as militaries transitioned 
from simulated flight to a real cockpit. As HMDs have grown in popularity, their uses for 
entertainment and broader training have also grown. As this broader user population 
grows and HMDs proliferate, it is a major limitation to the study of SS that so much of 
the early work was conducted on aviation populations.  
 Another limitation of prior SS work is the sparse investigation into individual 
differences such as sex and its relationship to SS. Some individual difference variables 
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that have been related to susceptibility to motion sickness are: age, sex, ethnicity, prior 
exposure, parent susceptibility to sickness, and phase of menstrual cycle (Golding, 2006). 
Outside of the aviation community, the most studied and discussed individual difference 
is sex (Flanagan, May, & Dobie, 2005; Levine & Stern, 2002; Monafo, Stoffregen, 2016; 
Lawson, 2014b). There is conflicting evidence on whether or not females are truly more 
susceptible to SS. Because of the small samples studied, often only one sex is used or 
there are not enough participants to conduct analyses comparing males and females. 
Often, the scores for the sexes are not published as part of the findings.  
 The use of inconsistent dependent variables to study SS has also created a 
limitation for meta-analyses and comparison of experimental findings. In particular, a 
series of questionnaires have been used to quantify subjective SS with little agreement on 
which measure is best and how to report it. Some studies use a quick response measure, 
such as the Fast Motion Sickness Scale (Keshavarz & Hecht, 2012), which features a 
single numerical response to indicate nausea. Others use a binary Motion Sickness 
Incidence by asking the question “are you motion sick?”, or  operationally equating 
vomiting with sickness (O’Hanlon & McCauley, 1973). Many use a battery of questions 
such as the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ; Kennedy et al., 1993). There is 
disagreement about how often to ask for verbal responses to avoid priming participants 
(Young, Adelstein, & Ellis, 2006). Overall, methodological disagreements have posed a 
challenge for conducting a meta-analysis of motion sickness or SS. 
 Differences in the use of repeated measures or longitudinal data collection 
methods present another limitation to combining SS research. In order to understand SS 
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and how it might be predicted or avoided, knowing the time-course of symptom onset is 
important. There are two ways researchers study the effects of time- what happens during 
an exposure and what happens with repeated exposures. Many have reported that SS and 
other forms of motion sickness can be diminished with repeated exposure (e.g. Howarth 
& Hodder, 2008). This serves as one of the most effective means of alleviating sickness 
symptoms (Stern, Hu, Vasey, & Koch, 1989). The duration of exposures is highly 
variable depending on the task. For example, aviators in a helicopter simulator 
completing a practice mission could spend hours in the virtual environment, while games 
and entertainment-oriented applications are often shorter than 10 minutes. It has been 
reported that SS symptoms increase with length of exposure (Kennedy, Stanney, & 
Dunlap, 2000; Moss & Muth, 2011). The length of exposures and time between each 
exposure are highly variable between studies. Prior work has found that both of these 
factors contribute to sickness adaptation, making methodological differences between 




 To examine patterns and profiles of SS symptoms, a large scale analysis is needed 
of a non-aviator population. It is unknown how heterogenous participant responses are in 
short-duration HMD exposures, which are becoming more prevalent with VR 
proliferation. We have studied SS, with specific focus on display latency in HMDs, for 
over ten years using the same experimental paradigm. Muth and colleagues preliminary 
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work has demonstrated how different characteristics of display latency or experimental 
manipulations affect SS severity, but data have not been analyzed as a collective dataset. 
The long-term goal was to understand SS symptomatology patterns in response to short-
term HMD exposure. This dissertation evaluated the overall effects of SS from multiple 
studies with regard to time-series profiles, prediction of sickness, and how prevalent 
certain symptoms are in this short-term HMD exposure. The objectives of this proposal 
are:  
Objective 1: to examine the contributions of sex and system latency to SS. 
Objective 2: to identify time-series profiles of SS responses. 
Objective 3: to examine the prevalence of symptom clusters in short HMD 
exposures. 
 Objective 4: to evaluate the similarity between measures of simulator and motion 
sickness.  
 Each chapter following represents an approach to analyzing the dataset. Chapter 2 
describes what was included in the dataset and how it was structured. Chapter 3 describes 
the meta-analysis, comparing specific latency effects and investigating male versus 
female susceptibility (Objective 1). Chapter 4 describes the time-series profiles of SS 
(Objective 2). Chapter 5 will be focused on subjective symptom reports specific to this 
paradigm and specific symptoms of interest (Objective 3). Chapter 6 examines the 
relationships between two questionnaires for measuring SS (Objective 4). Last, Chapter 7 









 The purpose of this chapter is to describe the assembly of this dataset. Data 
collected in our laboratory from 2004 to 2019 were considered for inclusion. These 
studies largely used a common paradigm, device, and questionnaires through the years. 
While there were experimental manipulations that make each study unique, the overall 
focus of these studies was on SS and HMD latency. This work resulted in a combined 
single coded dataset for analysis and public dissemination. 
 The research in our laboratory was initially motivated by understanding 
perceptual thresholds associated with display latency. The focus on perceptual thresholds 
was to identify the source of sensory conflict in HMDs. Early work by Moss, Muth, 
Tyrrell, and Stephens (2010) used an optokinetic drum with an oscillating chair to 
examine the duration of latency that was above perceptual threshold. Moss and 
colleagues found an average perceptual threshold of 147.6 ms in latency. Because Moss 
and colleagues used the optokinetic drum and chair, they removed many confounds 
associated with virtual scenes. Desiring to move back towards HMD applications, the 
camera mounted on top of the HMD apparatus (described later in this chapter) was 
created to maintain that experimental control. This allowed us to continue to study 
latency in an HMD to be closer to a VE application. Moss and colleagues examined if the 
amount of latency was correlated to the amount of sickness as described in earlier studies 
(Moss et al., 2011; Moss & Muth, 2011). Moss and Muth examined other HMD 
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variables, such as magnification, field-of-view (FOV), having a handrail support, and the 
use of eyecups to see how they related to reported sickness, none of which explained a 
large amount of variance in sickness. In Moss and colleagues work, additional latency 
(200 ms, well over the threshold of Moss et al., 2010) did not yield differences in 
sickness. However, this conflicted with other findings (e.g. Jennings, Reid, Craig, & 
Kruk, 2004), so further investigation was needed into what about latency in particular 
was sickening.  
 The next series of studies was conducted in collaboration with Hoover and 
colleagues and took a more engineering-driven approach. Wu and colleagues, (2013) 
measured the latency in the HMD system and found that it was variable, not constant, as 
often assumed in the literature and industry. Subsequent studies in our laboratory 
manipulated the variability of the latencies to examine what values led to increased 
sickness. The latencies used were informed by Wu and colleagues findings (2013), and 
earlier work on motion stimuli that are particularly sickening. St. Pierre and colleagues 
(2015) found that when the latency varied at 0.2 Hz, as opposed to staying constant, 
participants reported higher sickness scores. However, Kinsella and colleagues (2016) 
work that followed did not find a difference in SSQ scores between 0.2 Hz and 1.0 Hz 
varying latencies. Subsequent studies (Wilson et al., 2020; Beadle et al., 2021) have not 
found support for the significance of 0.2 Hz varying latency, or varying latency as 
opposed to constant, on yielding increased sickness. The conflicting findings from studies 
manipulating latency has led us to examine how much variability can be attributed to 
latency in our body of work. The studies mentioned previously were designed to examine 
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more than just latency, and therefore sample size determinations were not always driven 
by latency, but other variables of interest such as  task performance or adaptation. The 
result was a series of small studies with similar methodology but were not sufficiently 
powered to examine higher order phenomena and compare subgroups. Prior to the current 
work, these data had not been analyzed in a combined set to see if the effect of latency  
was present in a larger sample. This chapter describes the dataset that combines these 
studies, as well as others using the same methods, to examine the effects of latency and 
latent phenomena. 
 
Studies Meeting Inclusion Criteria 
 The scope of this analysis was limited to work under Muth and colleagues in our 
laboratory. The use of our data alone was primarily to ensure a common methodology 
and access to the data. The requirements for inclusion in the dataset were: using a 
common exclusion criteria for participants, set of questionnaires (the Motion History 
Questionnaire, Simulator Sickness Questionnaire, and Motion Sickness Assessment 
Questionnaire), and object location task. The inclusion criteria were created with the goal 
of having a common measure of motion sickness history and SS, and that those 
questionnaires were asked at the same time to enable time-series profiles. Table 2.1 is in 
chronological order of when the participants were recruited. The manipulation column in 
Table 2.1 represents the conditions that were compared in the study. 
 Data collected in our laboratory from 2004 to 2019 were evaluated for potential 
inclusion in this meta-analysis. Ten studies met the criteria for inclusion and analysis. 
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Table 2.1 shows the study number and any resulting publication or presentation citations. 
All studies were approved by the Clemson University Institutional Review Board and 
written consent was obtained from participants.  
 
Table 2.1. Description of Studies  
Study Resulting Publications and Presentations Manipulation 
1 Moss et al., 2011  Added constant latency 
2 Moss & Muth, 2011 HMD characteristics 
(peripheral occlusion, scale 
factor, FOV, and latency) 
3 St. Pierre et al., 2011 Accommodation/vergence and 
sickness 
4 St. Pierre et al., 2015 Varying vs. constant latency 
(both frequency and amplitude) 
5 Kinsella et al., 2016 Higher frequencies and varying 
amplitude 
6 Wilson et al., 2020 Performing task with constant 
vs. varying latency 
7 Kinsella et al., 2017 (conference 
presentation) 
Modern HMD efficacy for 
paradigm 
8 Kinsella, 2018 (unpublished dissertation) Adaptation when performing a 
task/no task 
9 Beadle et al., 2021 Adaptation to constant vs. 
varying latency with task 
10 (unpublished replication) Variable latency replication of 




 Age, ethnicity, sex, and handedness were collected on a demographic 
questionnaire (Appendix A). Participants were screened for stomach, neurological, 
cardiac, vestibular, and visual problems that may impact their ability to participate or 
recover from motion sickness. Participants reported any medications they were taking as 
a secondary measure to check for conditions of concern. If participants were pregnant by 
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self-report they were not allowed to participate. The questionnaire also includes questions 
about experience with HMDs, VR, and severe motion sickness, which were used by 
experimenters to identify any potential outliers. Participants were instructed not to eat or 
exercise one hour before the session and to abstain from smoking, caffeine, and alcohol 
for 8 hours before coming to the lab.  
Motion Sickness History Questionnaire (MSHQ) 
 The Reason and Brand Motion Sickness Questionnaire, hereby referred to as the 
Motion Sickness History Questionnaire (MSHQ) is a method of quantifying how often 
and how severe someone has experienced motion sickness symptoms in different modes 
of transportation. There are two portions of the MSHQ- childhood (before age 12) and 
adulthood (in the last 10 years). As the participants for these studies were primarily 
undergraduates (18-22), only the Part B portion was administered, not the child and adult 
versions separately (Appendix B). There are several modes of transportation listed, such 
as cars, boats, trains, buses, etc. In the first part, participants rate how experienced they 
are with the mode of transportation on a 4-point scale (0 = no experience; 3 = more than 
10 trips). In the second part, participants rate their experiences of sickness. Experience 
has two components: participants indicate how severe there motion sickness has been by 
responding with N/A, Never, Rarely, Sometimes, or Frequently; and they report frequency 
of emesis using the same scale. The sum of the scores are divided by the number of 
transportation modes experienced and then multiplied by 9 (number of total modes of 
transportation possible). There is a possible score of 90 on just the Part B portion of the 
questionnaire.  
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Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) 
 The Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) by Kennedy and colleagues (1993) 
is the most common questionnaire for assessing SS-related symptoms. The questionnaire 
is made up of 16 symptom items that are rated as none, slight, moderate, or severe. Each 
item contributes to a weighted subscale system categorized as Nausea, Oculomotor, or 
Disorientation related (Appendix C). The questionnaire is scored by summing the 
subscale scores after they are weighted with a value from the factor weightings created at 
the initiation of the questionnaire. The SSQ can be administered quickly by participants 
in typically about a minute. Scoring for the subscales is weighted by factor N x 9.54, O x 
7.58, D x 13.92. While scoring for the questionnaire is the sum of the item severities for 
each subscale multiplied by 3.74. The maximum possible score on the scale is 235.62.  
Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ) 
 The Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire by Gianaros et al (2000) serves a 
similar purpose to the Golding MSSQ. Participants respond to an “I feel…[symptom]” 
prompt with a rating from one to nine with nine being severe (Appendix D). The MSAQ 
follows a similar scoring mechanism to the SSQ, with each item being weighted 
corresponding to a subscale. The subscales for the MSAQ are Central, Peripheral, 
Gastrointestinal, and Sopite-related symptoms. The questionnaire is scored with the 
following formula: (sum of points from all items/144) × 100. Subscale percentage scores 
are calculated as follows respectively: (sum of gastrointestinal items/36) × 100; (sum of 
central items/45) × 100; (sum of peripheral items/27) × 100; (sum of sopite-related 
items/36) × 100. Hence, the total score and any sub-scale scores range from 1-100. 
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Apparatuses 
Kaiser ProView  
 The HMD used in these experiments was the Kaiser ProView XL50. The bi-
ocular display features two eye cups (Figure 2.1). Each has a 30 degree vertical by 40 
degree horizontal field of view. The resolution was 1024 x 768 with a 60 Hz refresh rate. 
The HMD weighed 1021 g prior to camera mounted on top. 
 The camera used with the ProView was the Uniq UC-610CL digital camera to 
feed images to the display. The camera weighs 200 g before mounting to the HMD, with 
a combined weight of approximately 1221 g. The Uniq UC-610CL used a 110 Hz frame 
rate and resolution of 659 x 494 pixels.  
Figure 2.1. The HMD apparatus used. 
GoPro Hero 5 
 In Kinsella’s (2019) dissertation as well as the Kinsella et al. (2017) presentation, 
the Go Pro Hero 5 was mounted on top of the display in place of the Uniq UC-610CL. 
The weight of the HMD and GoPro combined was approximately 1289 g. The GoPro had 
a 120 frame rate and 1920 x 1080 pixel resolution. The aspect ratio was set to 16:9 with 
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the “Narrow” setting used. A Magewell USB 3.0 HDMI Video Capture Dongle was used 
to feed the GoPro images to the camera to the HMD. VLC media player displayed the 
image on the computer display which was mirrored into the HMD.  
Oculus Rift and HTC Vive.  
 In the Kinsella et al. (2017) presentation, the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive were 
used to examine the feasibility of transitioning the latency manipulation to an updated 
HMD. These were used in a small collection with 10 participants each. The GoPro was 
mounted above the display at the front of the user’s head. The latency for GoPro system 
was not measured.  
 The Oculus Rift, purchased in 2017, has a resolution of 1080 x 1200 pixels per 
display and a frame rate of 90 Hz. The Oculus Rift weights 470 g. The field of view of 
the Oculus was approximately 94 degrees diagonal by 93 vertical by 110 horizontal. The 
lenses are adjustable between 58-72 mm spacing. The display was binocular such that the 
images presented to the eyes are offset to present depth to the user.  
 The HTC Vive, also purchased in 2017, had a resolution of 1080 x 1200 pixels on 
each display with a framerate of 90 Hz. The HTC Vive weighs 563 g. The field of view 
was slightly larger than the Oculus at 110 degrees diagonal, by 113 vertical, by 145 
horizontal. The lenses are adjustable for 60.2-74.5 mm interpupillary distance. The HTC 
Vive was also a binocular display.  
 The major difference between the Oculus Rift and the HTC Vive in these models 
was the tracking mechanism. The HTC Vive uses 2 “lighthouse” trackers that enabled an 
approximately 5 m diagonal space for the user to move in. The Oculus Rift used internal 
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 A custom computer code was created to manipulate the characteristics of display 
latency in these studies. The code was created and maintained by Hoover and colleagues 
(Epton, Banerjee, and Mattfeld) throughout this series of studies. The code, referred to as 
the “update delay software” used an internal buffer between the camera’s captured scene 
and subsequent display in the HMD. The update delay software placed images in a queue 
according to a prescribed delay from the researcher. As described in Moss (2008), the 
camera captures an image every 9.09 ms (110 Hz). For example, in order to create a 200 
ms delay, 22 frames must be used prior to the next displayed image. The update delay 
software was used for all but Study 7 and Study 8 as indicated in Table 2.2.  
 The formula used for creating latencies was as follows: 
𝑳𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 (𝒕) = 𝑨 𝐬𝐢𝐧 (𝟐𝝅𝒇𝒕) + 𝑲 + 𝑩 
In this formula, B represents the existing system baseline, which was the lowest possible 
delay. The other variables represent added latency, in this case one that varies 
sinusoidally. Each of these values were specified for the studies using manipulated 
latency. A is the amplitude of the sine wave, f is the frequency in Hz of variation, K is 
any added latency, and B is the baseline. The lowest possible constant latency in the 
ProView with the Uniq camera was 70 ms (A = 0, f = 0, K = 0, B =70). To contrast that 
constant latency, a varying latency with a 0.2 Hz frequency and varying amplitude would 
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be (A = 20-100, f = 0.2, K = 100, and B = 70). The described varying latency would be 
centered around 170 ms (K + B) and varying between 20-100 ms amplitude at 0.2 Hz, 
and was used in St. Pierre and colleagues (Study 4, 2015).  
Table 2.2. Latencies tested in the respective experiments.  
Study A f K B 
1 0 0 0 40 
1 0 0 145 40 
1 0 0 200 40 
1 0 0 300 40 
2 0 0 0 40 
2 0 0 200 40 
3 0 0 200 40 
4 0 0 0 70 
4 0 0 200 70 
4 100 0.2 100 70 
4 20-100 0.2 100 70 
5 100 0.2 100 70 
5 20-100 0.2 100 70 
5 100 1.0 100 70 
5 20-100 1.0 100 70 
6 100 0.2 100 70 
6 0 0 0 70 
7 Oculus Rift* 
7 HTC Vive* 
8  Average 130* 
9 100 0.2 100 70 
9 0 0 100 70 
10 0 0 100 70 
10 20-100 0.2 100 70 








Object Location Task 
 The task used in this study was first introduced in Moss’s dissertation work 
(2008). Participants were trained to do an object location task that featured yaw axis head 
movements synchronized to a computer-generated recording. Participants stood at X on 
Figure 2.2 and had to move their head to locate an object while wearing the HMD (A-H). 
The recording said an object name and a direction every three seconds (e.g. left clock… 
right fan). These were presented in a pseudo-randomized order such that participants 
could not discern a pattern to determine which one was next, but to maintain a similar 
amount of head movement for each time period (Appendix E).  
Figure 2.2. The room layout for the object location task. Objects were located A-H and 
the participant was at X.  
 
 Participants were first taught to do the task without the HMD on. Once they 
demonstrated sufficient understanding as determined by the study protocol, they donned 
the HMD and did the task again. This was organized in 5 blocks of 40 head 
movement/object location. Each block was followed by the SSQ. Each head 
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movement/object location was 3 seconds long such that 120 seconds passed between each 
administration of the SSQ.  
 
Figure 2.3.  The basic format of the experiment. 
 
 
Other Experimental Manipulations 
 As described in Table 2.1, a series of experimental manipulations separate these 
data. While these experiments used a common methodology in the paradigm and 
common responses, they differed as studies do in every meta-analysis. These differences 
are described in the publications referenced in Table 2.1 and summarized in the 
manipulation column of the table as relevant. A few examples of this are manipulating 
the minification and magnification of the camera feed, the use of eye cups to occlude 
peripheral view, participants using a handrail to stabilize their torso, and the nature of the 
practice doing the task before donning the HMD. Since the focus of this work was on 
higher order SS phenomena, these more subtle experimental manipulations are not 
discussed in this analysis.  
 One of the major changes to the protocol over time was the introduction of a 
target shooting task by Wilson and colleagues (2020). This was also used in Kinsella 
(2018) and Beadle and colleagues (2021) and served as a dependent variable. Targets 
were placed next to each object from the object location task, and participants were 
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tasked to “shoot” the target by pressing a button on the laser pointer. The recording was 
the same, but there was an audio processing software created to analyze the number of 
hits and time-to-hit each target while completing the object location task. The detailed 
description of this task can be found in those studies. For the purposes of this work, the 
target shooting task data was not be analyzed or included.  
 
Description of Data 
 The dataset used for analyses combines the studies and measures previously 
described. Each study was referenced according to the name in Table 2.1 throughout this 
dissertation. The studies are combined in a multilevel format in which participants having 
multiple sessions included with be nested within study. The final dataset has a column for 
a participant identifier, the identifier from the original study for matching to folders and 
study discussions, their demographic variables coded, the MSHQ data (raw and total 
score), the SSQ for pre and then blocks 1-5 (raw, subscale, and total score), a peak SSQ, 
and then the MSAQ post (raw, subscale, and total score). Repeated measures studies 
where participants were exposed to multiple different conditions are be nested in a 
column labeled “Session”. Table 2.3 below is an example of this format.  
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 Peak SSQ block was calculated after dataset assembled. In some cases, 
participants showed the same score over multiple sessions. In the case where the “peak” 
score was the same for multiple blocks (for example, participant has a score of 7.48 for 
all five blocks), then the last one was selected as the peak for analysis. The block at 
which the participant reported their peak score was maintained, as well as a column with 
a binary categorization for participants who reported 0 symptoms on the SSQ across all 
periods. A column was added to note cases with missing data as well as one for dropouts.  
 
Participant Demographics 
 A total of 875 sessions were recorded in this dataset, with 623 being “session 1” 
or unique participants, 158 observations from session 2, and 94 from session 3. These 
values reflect data before outlier removal and includes those with incomplete data. 
Participants’ ages ranged from 18-60 with a mean of 20.54 and median of 20 years old. 
Slightly more than half of the unique participants self-identified female (335). In the total 
sample the ethnicities reported were as follows: African American/Black (39), Arabic (1), 
Asian/Pacific Islander (26), Mixed Race (13), Atlantic Islander (1), Caucasian/White 





Session Latency… Screening… MSHQ… MSAQ… SSQ… 
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(470), Hispanic/Latino (10), Indian (2), Middle Eastern (2), Mediterranean/Persian (2), 
Native American (1), and did not identify (8). The MSHQ Part B scores ranged from 0-
77 in our sample, with a mean of 15.44. Table 2.4 shows the distribution of these 
participants by study. 
Table 2.4. Description of Study Samples. 







1 164 (43F, 40M) 4 AA/3 API/27 W/1 
Indian 
15.32 (13.46) 34.74 (33.73) 19.55 (11.85) 
2 64 (41F, 23M) 6AA/2 Mixed/56 W 13.02 (14.32) 36.99 (38.86) -- 
3 37 (17F, 20M) 2 AA/3 API/1 
Mixed/29 W/1 Nat 
Am/1 MedPer 
13.21 (14.23) 54.08 (47.92) 28.70 (19.98) 
4 120 (66F, 54M) 3 NA/7 AA/12 
API/3 Mixed/1 Atl 
Is/87 W/4 His/1 
Indian/1 MidEast/1 
Med Per 
15.54 (13.84) 38.09 (38.43) 23.20 (14.88) 
5 120 (61F, 59M) 3 NA/6 AA/1 
Arab/1 API/108 
W/1 His/ 
15.03 (13.11) 45.07 (40.81) 25.31 (17.48) 
6 60 (15F, 15M) 2 AA/27 W/1 His 13.50 (12.71) 48.25 (41.00) 23.31 (15.29) 
7 18 (12F, 6M) 1 AA/2 API/1 
Mixed/14 W 
21.68 (18.60) 66.49 (56.01) 34.30 (22.03) 
8 162 (42F, 39M) 2 NA/5 AA/1 API/3 
Mixed/67 W/3 His 
-- 41.19 (35.05) 21.56 (11.45) 
9 101 (28F, 23M) 5 AA/2 API/3 
Mixed/39 W/1 
His/1 MidEast 
18.26 (16.44) 53.03 (34.11) 28.83 (14.31) 
10 29 (10F, 9M) 1 AA/2 API/16 W 19.95 (18.58) 39.08 (38.84) 23.50 (16.49) 




 Dropouts were labeled in the dataset as any participant who started the study and 
chose to discontinue participation. This was labeled in the dataset separate from those 
with simply missing data (such as a questionnaire not asked), but records indicating the 
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participant finished the experiment. The dropouts were labeled by the block during which 
or immediately after they stopped participation (e.g. participant who stopped part way 
through block 3 was labeled as 3). This data was from all observations in the dataset, not 
just from the session 1 data.  
 A total of 78 participants (9 %) terminated participation before the experiment 
ended. Table 2.5 shows the dropouts organized by block and study. Of these, two were 
prior to donning the HMD. Otherwise, the dropouts were distributed across blocks. 
Experimenters noted if participants dropped out during the final block, so two were 
recorded as stopping participation just before the experiment ended. For the observations 
in the dataset, 796 have data for all 5 blocks of the SSQ. Because one of the studies did 
not administer the MSAQ, there are 785 observations with this questionnaire in the 
dataset.  
 
Table 2.5. Distribution of Dropouts. 
Study Pre 1 2 3 4 5 
1  2 2  4 1 
2  3 1 1 2  
3     1  
4 1 1 1 2 2 1 
5  8 5 7 5  
6       
7  2  4 3  
8 1 2 2 1 2 1 
9  2   1  
10  4 2  1  






 Outlier analysis began with a review of the minimum and maximum of each 
questionnaire (MSHQ, post MSAQ, peak SSQ) to ensure no data were outside of the 
possible range of scores. As no data appeared to be erroneous, Q-Q plots were examined 
and the D’Agostino omnibus test was performed to examine the distribution of the data in 
both skewness and kurtosis, with the SSQ Peak: K2 = 1.20, z = 11.71, p < .001; MSAQ: 
K2 = 1.74, z = 14.21, p < .001; and MSHQ K2 = 1.13, z = 8.94, p < .001 all showed 
deviation from a normal distribution.  
 Before conducting any statistical comparisons of the dataset, Mahalanobis 
distance was calculated to examine any multivariate outliers of the dependent variables 
(MSHQ, SSQ, and MSAQ total scores; Leys, Klein, Dominicy, & Ley, 2018). 
Mahalanobis distance prescribes each case a value based on how far it is from the center 
of the data. Ley and colleagues described this as an extension of using mean and standard 
deviation-based calculations to be appropriate for a multivariate dataset. Large values of 
Mahalanobis distance indicate greater distance from the center of the data, which was 
used to determine the number and severity of extreme cases. Extraordinary cases were be 
flagged for individual review.  
 A log transformation was chosen based on the positive skew of each variable and 
high prevalence of the 0 point in the data. A constant value of 1 was added to all values to 
remove the 0 point for this transformation. While originally the calculation of 
Mahalanobis distance was planned to include MSHQ total score, this was removed 
because of the number of outliers flagged because their motion sickness history did not 
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match their anticipated MSAQ or SSQ scores. The MSHQ has been demonstrated as a 
weak predictor of SS, and thus was not used in the final Mahalanobis distance outlier 
detection method. The MSAQ total score and SSQ Peak total score were used to detect 
outliers, as these were the primary DVs. Those with a D2 of greater than 5 were flagged 
for individual review, identifying 55 potential outliers. Due to the skewed nature of the 
data, a less conservative D2 of 10 was used as a threshold to flag only the most extreme 
cases based on raw scores. Twenty-seven observations had a D2 greater than 10 and were 
reviewed before subsequent analysis. These were distributed across the studies included 
as follows: Study 1 (1), Study 2 (3), Study 3 (4), Study 4 (2), Study 5 (8), Study 6 (1), 
Study 7 (1), Study 8 (1), Study 9 (4), Study 10 (2). Of the outliers, 16 were female and 9 
were male. After review of these cases, none were deemed implausible and these were 
retained in the dataset for analyses. 
 A second outlier analysis was conducted using the pre-HMD SSQ administration. 
Occasionally participants would come to the lab experiencing illness or show a strong 
reaction to the task before donning the HMD. A boxplot was used to examine the 
distribution of these pre-HMD SSQ scores. The mean SSQ pre-HMD score was 10.4 (SD 
= 17.03), which corresponds to 3 “slight” symptoms. Using the boxplot of the 
distribution, scores of 50 or greater on the SSQ before HMD were flagged as potential 
outliers, which yielded 48 cases. The SSQ value of 50 was chosen based on the spread 
using a boxplot and being roughly 2 standard deviations from the mean. Of these 48, 10 
were dropouts. Additionally, 29 were female, while 13 were male, and 6 did not respond. 
Participants were distributed across studies.   
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 To further examine those with pre-HMD symptoms, the change in SSQ from pre-
HMD to Peak was calculated as an additional variable. Those with negative change 
showed a decrease in SSQ from pre-HMD to HMD exposure, which suggests some 
responding abnormality. A total of 27 cases showed negative change. Of these 27 cases, 
22 had a change of -3.74 or -7.48, suggesting a change in only one or two symptoms. The 
other 5 cases had changes of -11.22, -14.96, -18.7, -26.18, and -33.66 suggesting more 
than 3 symptoms before donning the HMD that were not reported after HMD exposure. 
These 5 cases were removed before further analysis, 3 of which were also in the category 
of being greater than 50 on the pre-HMD SSQ. These five participants all came from 
different studies and included one female and four males. The total number of cases 





OBJECTIVE 1: META-ANALYTIC APPROACH TO SIMULATOR SICKNESS: SEX 




 The objective of this chapter was to conduct a meta-analysis using the studies 
described in Chapter 2 to examine latency and sex effects. As introduced in Chapter 1, 
many studies have limitations that have inhibited direct comparisons or meta-analysis of 
SS work. In our work, we have found mixed results on the effects of latency conditions. 
With our combined dataset, it was possible to examine differences in sickness by sex in a 
way that was limited by our small sample studies in the past.  
Display Latency and Simulator Sickness  
 Display latency, as described in Chapter 1, is a challenge in head-mounted 
displays. When Wu and colleagues (2013) obtained HMD latency values that ranged 
between 0.5-1.0 Hz in frequency and 20-100 ms in amplitude it furthered our interest in 
the latency-sickness relationship. Measurements from Wu and colleagues suggested a 
latency function that varied over time, which aligned with what was hypothesized of 
orientation trackers like those in HMDs. Because of the latency estimates obtained by Wu 
and colleagues and prior work on frequencies in the 0.2 Hz range and motion sickness, it 
seemed as though varying latency would have a causal relationship with sickness.  
 In an HMD, a constant latency would be fixed at a certain value, for example 170 
ms (Figure 3.1, right). Constant latency would have no changes in latency over time. 
Others have argued that human perceptual systems are capable of adapting to 
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perturbations that are constant over time, but less so for those that vary like latency 
(Welch & Mohler, 2014). In HMD systems, Wu et. al., (2013) indicated inherent 
variability in both frequency and amplitude of latency. Wilson et al. (2020) and Beadle et 
al. (2021) both sought to examine if participants reported higher sickness when 
experiencing a variable latency versus a constant one. In both Wilson et al. (2020) and 
Beadle et al.’s (2021) recent work, participants showed no differences in sickness 
between constant and variable latency conditions, suggesting that the relationship 
between variable latency and sickness was more complicated. However, the studies were 
both small samples and featured experimental differences that could have contributed to 
the findings. In the larger body of studies described in Chapter 2, there are many that use 
either a constant or variable latency, and using this dataset we conducted an analysis to 
examine if the effect was present in the sample as a whole with increased statistical 
power.  
 
Figure 3.1. From St. Pierre et al (2015) showing 100 ms amplitude at 0.2 Hz centered at 




 Beyond just variable latency, 0.2 Hz varying stimuli were expected to be very 
sickening in our experiments. As mentioned in Chapter 1, 0.2 Hz frequencies of stimuli 
have been identified as particularly sickening, relative to higher or lower frequencies. The 
0.2 Hz is a type of varying latency, like those described in the last paragraph, and aligns 
with the prior work on motion sickening stimuli (Figure 3.2). Because of this, we 
anticipated that 0.2 Hz latency would be more sickening than other frequencies, but 
results have been mixed in our dataset, as described in Chapter 2.  
 
Figure 3.2.  From St. Pierre et al (2015) showing 20-100 ms amplitude at 0.2 Hz.  
 
 
Sex and Simulator Sickness 
 As described in Chapter 1, sex is one of the individual difference variables that 
has been investigated with SS. There is evidence suggesting females are more susceptible 
to motion sickness in general. Hormone differences between the sexes have been linked 
to sickness susceptibility, with phase of menstrual cycle being associated with 
experienced nausea (Clemes & Howarth, 2005). There has been varied results mapping 
differences in nausea to phase of the menstrual cycle, with some finding ovulation as the 
time of peak susceptibility (Clemes & Howarth, 2005), where others determined 
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menstruation was when susceptibility peaked (Dobie et al., 2001). The use of hormonal 
contraception has further challenged the study and findings associated with menstrual 
cycle and female susceptibility to sickness.  
 The mixed results on female susceptibility have also been related to experimental 
variables and confounds. Lawson (2014b) reviewed a series of experiments to examine 
potential sex differences in sickness. Lawson identified trends in studies that reported 
females were more susceptible to sickness. A weakness of many studies concluding 
females are more susceptible to SS than males is the use of subjective report from motion 
sickness history surveys, as opposed to laboratory-based experimental methods that 
involve a real-time rating of experienced sickness to a common stimulus. Lawson noted 
that retrospective ratings of MS history were three times as likely to report females 
experienced more sickness. Additionally, studies conducted before 1980 were twice as 
likely to identify females being more susceptible than males. As current measures of MS 
history do not include VE experience and the findings on female susceptibility are 
notably dated, there is very limited evidence suggesting females would be more 
susceptible to SS.  
 Overall, the evidence suggesting females are more susceptible to SS is mixed. In 
Lawson’s (2014b) review of 56 publications that addressed sex and motion sickness, only 
50% of studies reported females being more susceptible to sickness. In this chapter we 
analyzed our combined dataset used in this dissertation and offer two pieces of evidence 
that can be used to examine the relationship between sex and sickness susceptibility. One 
was the large sample of participants providing stronger statistical power to compare 
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groups. The second was ratings associated with a common sickening stimulus, as 
opposed to retrospective ratings.  
 
Hypotheses 
 Hypothesis 1 was that in accordance with prior work on motion sickness 
incidence, 0.2 Hz latency will be more sickening than other frequencies of latency. 
Hypothesis 2 was that variable latency, regardless of magnitude of that variation, will be 
more sickening than constant latencies. Hypothesis 3 was that females would report 




 Participant data was included in this analysis based on study conditions of interest 
(latency, sex). All participants who provided a response were used for the comparison of 
the sexes (female and male).  Outliers were removed prior to conducting this analysis.  
Analysis 
 The dependent variable for this analysis was Peak SSQ Total Score. Analysis for 
this chapter was done on the log-transformed SSQ Peak Total Score. Latency and sex 
served as the independent variables. Table 2.2 provides a reference for the latency 
conditions of interest. Hypothesis 1 (0.2 Hz versus other) data come from the same 
column, but 1.0 Hz frequencies were grouped with the 0 Hz frequencies. For hypothesis 2 
(constant versus variable latencies), those with a 0 Hz  column f represent constant 
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latencies while those with 0.2 Hz or 1.0 Hz are variable latencies. These conditions were 
dummy coded into binary variables before analysis (0.2 Hz (1) vs other (0), variable (1) 
vs constant (0)). 
 A bayesian approach to meta-analysis was used to obtain study-level and pooled 
effect size estimates. The analysis was a hierarchical approach with participants nested in 
studies. The brms package in R was used to analyze meta-analysis data (Burkner, 2017), 
following the example described by Harrer, Cuijpers, Furukawa, & Ebert (2019). The 
bayesian hierarchical analysis was chosen as it has been argued to be more effective with 
small numbers of studies. Additionally, the hierarchical approach allows us to create a 
model that summarizes not only all of our observations, but accounts for the differences 
in our published studies. Prior to analysis, priors were set for the fixed effect and 
between-study variance. The prior for the fixed effect () was set to a normal distribution 
centered at 0 with a height set to 1, which corresponds to an effect size that ranges from d 
= -2.0 to 2.0. The prior for variance () was set to a half-Cauchy distribution centered at 0 
with a height of 0.5. The half-Cauchy distribution has a wide peak at zero and extends to 
a uniform density with a large tail stretching to infinity, the “half” label comes from using 
only the positive side of the distribution. The use of a half-Cauchy prior has been 
recommended for model using a small number of studies or groups (Gelman, 2006). The 
combination of a normal distribution for fixed effect calculation and half-Cauchy for 
variance has been described as a “weakly informative” prior which is recommended for 
analyzing small groups of studies. The results presented are based on 5,000 posterior 
draws of the probability distribution. The use of 5,000 was determined based on an Rhat 
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(also known as the potential scale reduction factor) value of less than 1.1 indicating 
convergence of the model (Gelman & Rubin, 1992). The Rhat values serves as an 
indicator that enough iterations of the model have been run, where values closer to 1 
indicate the interval for testing a given effect size from a distribution is sufficiently 
narrow and little if any information is added with additional iterations.  
 
Results 
SSQ Peak Total Score Distribution  
 As mentioned in the analysis subsection, SSQ Peak Total Score was the outcome 
of interest. Prior to analyses, SSQ Peak Total Score was examined for normality. As it 
was deemed non-normal, it underwent a log transformation after a constant of one was 
added to each raw score to remove the zero point. Figure 3.3 shows the distribution on a 
density plot before transformation (left) and after transformation (right). The log 
transformed density plot shows a relatively normal distribution with the exception of the 









 0.2 vs. Other. The first comparison conducted in a meta-analytic fashion was 
testing the effect of 0.2 Hz latency versus other conditions. A total of 194 participants 
experienced the 0.2 Hz varying latency across our studies. The “other” condition for 
analysis included 1.0 Hz and other manipulated latencies and included 205 observations. 
These sample sizes reflect only those with matched conditions in our studies, shown in 
Table 2.2. An independent samples t-test (two-tailed) was conducted to briefly examine 
differences in motion sickness history between the two groups. While those in the 0.2 Hz 
condition were slightly higher (M = 16.3, SD = 13.79) than the “other” group (M = 13.65, 
SD = 13.64), there was not a significant difference in MSHQ scores between 0.2 Hz 
versus other groups, t(252.29)= -1.92, p = 0.06.  
 Descriptive statistics showed higher scores for the 0.2 Hz condition over the other 
group. On the SSQ, there was a roughly 9 point difference between the 0.2 Hz (M = 
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44.75, SD = 37.36) and other (M = 35.04, SD = 32.51). A similar trend was observed with 
the MSAQ, where the 0.2 Hz group (M = 25.43, SD = 15.76) scored roughly 4 points 
higher than the other group (M = 21.36, SD = 13.00).  
 For the 0.2 Hz versus other comparison, 5 studies had both conditions- studies 4, 
5, 6, 9 and 10. Hedge’s g served as the standardized mean difference calculated for all 
studies. In this comparison, other frequencies served as the control condition and 0.2 Hz 
the experimental manipulation. Wilson et al., 2020 and the unpublished replication used a 
within-subjects design, while the others were between-subjects.   
 Between-study heterogeneity for our k = 5 studies was  = 0.26 (SE = 0.21; 
random effects shown in Table 3.1). The estimate of the pooled effect size was SMD = 
0.31, with a 95% credibility interval ranging from: -0.03 to 0.70. The Empirical 
Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) was examined to see the probability of values 
being below SMD = 0.20, which returned a 25.90% likelihood of an effect below that 
threshold. The use of SMD of 0.20 for comparison was based on Cohen’s use of this 
heuristic for a small effect size in the social sciences (2013).  
 
Table 3.1. Effect of 0.2 Hz latency on simulator sickness by study.       
 Other Hz 0.2 Hz Random Effects 





Beadle et al., 2021 55 49.03 40 53.01 -0.07 0.19 -0.53 0.28 
Kinsella et al., 2016 57 36.94 55 44.06 -0.15 0.22 -0.69 0.18 
St. Pierre et al., 2015 59 26.18 56 45.21 0.13 0.21 -0.25 0.61 
unpublished replication 8 17.30 16 30.62 0.18 0.27 -0.22 0.84 
Wilson et al., 2020 26 33.95 27 42.80 -0.07 0.23 -0.62 0.34 
Total 205   194   0.31 0.18 -0.03 0.70 
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 Constant vs. Varying. A second comparison was on conditions with a varying 
versus those with constant latencies. Only data from studies with matched pairs were 
used for this analysis. Varying includes both those with 0.2 and 1.0 Hz frequencies (N = 
139), and was made up of observations with both fixed amplitude at 100 ms and varying 
amplitude. The second group used for this comparison was the constant latencies (N = 
148). These latencies were fixed millisecond delays ranging from 40, the lowest base 
system latency, to 270 ms total delay. An independent samples t-test was conducted to 
examine group differences that may have existed prior to the experiment. There was not a 
significant difference between constant (M = 13.89, SD = 13.84) and varying (M = 15.17, 
SD = 13.54) latency groups, t(424.77) = -1.02, p = 0.31 (two-tailed).  
 SSQ scores for the varying group (M = 42.48, SD = 35.95) were higher than those 
of the constant group (M = 34.67, SD = 32.67). Similarly, MSAQ scores were higher for 
the varying group (M = 24.65, SD = 15.55) than the constant group (M = 20.98, SD = 
12.42).  
 There were four studies which had both a constant and varying latency condition: 
Study 4, 6, 9, and 10 (random effects shown in Table 3.2). Between-study heterogeneity 
for our set of k = 4 studies was  = 0.29 (SE = 0.26). The estimate of the pooled effect 
size was SMD = 0.38, with a 95% credibility interval ranging from: -0.09 to 0.81. This 
was a small effect likelihood. The ECDF was examined to see the probability of values 
being below SMD = 0.20, which returned a 15.68% possibility of an effect below that 
threshold. 
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Table 3.2. Effect of varying latency on simulator sickness by study.       
 Constant  Varying Random Effects 





Beadle et al., 2021 55 49.03 40 53.01 -0.11 0.23 -0.62 0.32 
St. Pierre et al., 2015 59 26.18 56 45.21 0.11 0.24 -0.30 0.69 
unpublished replication 8 17.30 16 30.62 0.18 0.31 -0.26 0.98 
Wilson et al., 2020 26 33.95 27 42.80 -0.09 0.26 -0.66 0.39 
Total 148   139   0.38 0.22 -0.09 0.81 
 
 Male vs. Female. A secondary goal of this chapter was to examine the effect of 
sex on sickness across studies. Data in this analysis comes from session 1 data only. 
Males accounted for 273 observations in the dataset. The SSQ Peak Total Scores for 
males ranged from 0-190.74 (M = 40.45, Med = 33.66). The MSAQ Total Scores ranged 
from 11.11 to 76.39 (M = 22.57, Med = 17.79). Of the observations, 27 (9%) showed 0 
symptoms on the SSQ and 174 were scores higher than the 20 threshold for having 
significant symptoms (60.4%). Eighteen males were categorized as dropouts.  
 To contrast, females made up 304 observations from the dataset. Female SSQ 
scores ranged from 0-201.96 (M = 45.95, Med  = 29.92). Female MSAQ scores ranged 
from 11.11-90.97 (M = 27.04, Med = 19.79). There were 30 females who displayed no 
symptoms (8.9%), 213 exceeded a score of 20 on the SSQ, and 52 (15.5%) were 
dropouts. An independent samples t-test was conducted to examine differences in MSHQ 
scores, with females (M = 17.71, SD = 15.24) reporting higher motion sickness than 
males (M = 11.24, SD = 11.46), t(486.9)= 5.41, p < .001.  
 Chi-square tests of independence were conducted to examine the number of zeros, 
dropouts, and prevalence of participants over 20 on the SSQ by sex (Table 3.3). Females 
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were no less likely to be asymptomatic than males, 2(1) < 0.01, p > 0.05. Females 
showed higher dropout rates, 2(1) = 11.57, p < 0.01. Female and males showed the same 
distribution of no/low symptom participants compared to those over 20 on the SSQ, 2(1) 
= 0.08, p = 0.77. The rate of dropout was the only difference between the sexes.  
Table 3.3. Chi-square tables by sex.  
 Male Female Total 
 N % N % N % 
Dropout 18 3.12% 45 7.80% 63 10.92% 
Not Dropout 255 44.19% 259 44.89% 514 89.08% 
Total 273 47.31% 304 52.69% 577 100% 
              
 Male Female Total 
 N % N % N % 
0 on SSQ 27 4.68% 30 5.20% 57 9.88% 
Had symptoms 246 42.63% 274 47.49% 520 90.12% 
Total 273 47.31% 304 52.69% 577 100% 
              
 Male Female Total 
 N % N % N % 
< 20 SSQ 111 19.24% 119 20.62% 230 39.86% 
> 20 SSQ  162 28.08% 185 32.06% 347 60.14% 
Total 273 47.31% 304 52.69% 577 100% 
Note: sample size reflects only Session 1 and outliers removed 
  
 As sex was balanced across conditions, all ten studies were able to be included in 
this meta-analysis (Table 3.4). In this comparison, females served as the experimental 
group and males as the control group. Between-study heterogeneity for our set of k = 10 
studies was  = 0.15 (SE = 0.12). The estimate of the pooled effect size was SMD = 0.07, 
with a 95% credibility interval ranging from: -0.15 to 0.30. The ECDF was examined to 
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see the probability of values being below SMD = 0.20, which returned a 87.02% 
likelihood of an effect size below that threshold.  
 
Table 3.4. The effect on sex on simulator sickness by study.         
 Female Male Random Effects 
 N Mean N Mean SMD Error Lower CI Upper CI   
Beadle et al., 2021 22 41.82 23 47.32 -0.07 0.16 -0.47 0.20 
Kinsella et al., 2016 56 44.55 56 36.33 0.07 0.14 -0.17 0.42 
Kinsella et al., 2017 12 72.00 6 55.48 0.02 0.17 -0.33 0.41 
Kinsella, 2018 37 38.41 37 31.74 -0.03 0.14 -0.35 0.25 
Moss & Muth, 2011 41 35.67 21 32.24 -0.02 0.15 -0.37 0.28 
Moss et al., 2011 40 38.80 37 36.79 -0.03 0.14 -0.35 0.23 
St.Pierre et al., 2011 14 35.53 19 45.86 -0.01 0.16 -0.35 0.33 
St.Pierre et al., 2015 61 32.68 54 38.58 -0.05 0.14 -0.41 0.20 
unpublished replication 9 35.74 6 19.95 0.13 0.21 -0.14 0.69 
Wilson et al., 2020 12 33.66 14 34.19 -0.01 0.16 -0.36 0.34 
Total 304   273   0.07 0.12 -0.15 0.31 
** Sample size comes from session 1 only those with complete data    
 
Discussion 
 It was first hypothesized that those who experienced 0.2 Hz varying latency 
would report higher SSQ scores than those who experienced other conditions. This 
hypothesis was supported. There was a slight mean difference between the 0.2 Hz versus 
other group. However, the bayesian meta-analysis suggested the strength of this effect 
was not large. Second, it was hypothesized that varying latency conditions would yield 
higher SSQ scores than constant latency conditions. This hypothesis was also supported, 
with a slightly larger standardized mean difference and substantial error. Once again, the 
strength of this difference was small, but is more likely than not to be found in future 
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work. The strength of effect and likelihood of finding it in future studies is higher for 
varying latency than 0.2 Hz latency specifically. With that said, both of these did 
demonstrate an overall effect in the expected direction. For both of these comparisons, 
the 95% credibility interval showed a range from a near 0 value (at minimum -0.09) to a 
positive effect near 1 standardized mean difference (0.81), suggesting that while not 
strong, these effects are likely to follow this directionality or show no mean difference in 
future studies.  
 Last, it was hypothesized that females would report higher SSQ scores than 
males. The analysis in this chapter did not support this hypothesis, with the exception of 
MSHQ scores and likelihood to dropout. While means were slightly higher for females 
than males, the meta-analysis conducted on the combined data suggests there was no 
difference in evoked SS. The standardized mean difference was small for all studies, and 
showed no trend between primary experimenter sex and direction of effect (male 
experimenters- Moss, St. Pierre, Wilson; female experimenters- Kinsella, Beadle, also 
including unpublished replication). The lack of sex difference also diverged from the 
trend that MSHQ scores were higher for females than males, which does match earlier 
findings on retrospective rating differences. Further, the analysis of rates of severe 
motion sickness, dropouts, and asymptomatic participants showed no sex differences.    
 When examining mean differences from untransformed data, the latency effects 
appear more pronounced. While the sex effect appears to be present, although the 
bayesian meta-analysis and other qualitative data suggests otherwise. Most studies using 
the SSQ report raw data and conducted analyses that presume normality. The use of 
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bayesian meta-analysis in this chapter was more appropriate than for example a general 
linear mixed model approach for our small set of studies. The random effects serve as an 
explanation for our previous findings- factors such as MSHQ or slight modification to 
our experimental protocol explain the variability between studies. 
 In conclusion, the major takeaway from this chapter was the lack of difference 
between females and males and strong statistical evidence for that conclusion. The 
analysis in this chapter provides a large sample, in a laboratory manipulation, to contrast 
to other small group analyses in published work. Particularly interesting was that even 
though females showed higher MSHQ scores, their evoked SS was no greater than males. 
While latency showed a trend towards 0.2 Hz and varying latencies being more 
sickening, further work is needed to evaluate if it truly rises above other latency 










 The objective of this chapter was to examine patterns of SS over time. Studies 
reporting SS have traditionally focused on a single measurement after exposure to a 
sickening stimulus or using physiological signals to observe symptom progression. The 
focus on reporting using one of these methods has limited understanding of subjective 
symptom progression. There is a gap in understanding how variable subjective symptoms 
report in a time-series experimental design. This chapter sought to fill that gap by 
examining participant subjective reporting in short-term HMD exposure. 
Time and Simulator Sickness  
 Time has served as an important variable for motion sickness and SS researchers. 
Historically, time has been manipulated to study how long it takes for symptom onset or 
how people adapt with experience. There has been little attention given to the variability 
of responses over time. Most often subjects are presented as one large group, as shown by 
the graphs from Moss and Muth (2011) and Kennedy and colleagues (1993) in Figure 
4.1. Showing all participants data together helps identify patterns related to the stimulus, 




Figure 4.1. From Moss & Muth, 2011 (left), Figure from Kennedy et al., 1993 (right).  
 
 
 Another common approach to studying SS over time is using physiological 
signals that indicate sickness. Many researchers have used physiological variables, such 
as heart rate indices, temperature/skin conductance, stomach activity, and respiration to 
try to identify patterns of sickness (Scott, 1989; Thompson, 1989). The use of 
physiological signals has been a way to identify symptoms without intervention and 
detect critical autonomic shifts as people edge towards emesis (Muth, 2006). However, 
SS is associated with disorientation and oculomotor symptoms which are harder to detect 
using sensors. Relying on physiological signals for a time-series analysis of SS also fails 
to examine what is salient to the participant at any given moment. In the case of 
operational training needs, participants’ subjective responses are likely going to factor 
into task distraction and specific aftereffects of concern. Examining the differences in 
subjective symptom reporting can help inform interventions based on how variable 
participants’ awareness of symptoms is, even during a short exposure.  
 Howarth and Hodder (2008; Figure 4.2) examined time-series patterns of SS 
adaptation. Instead of grouping all the participants together, each subgroup was graphed 
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separately to show how they differed over time. There are two limitations and 
opportunities that come from Howarth and Hodder’s work. First, there were only 10 
participants per group included, which limited the possibility of identifying subgroups. 
Second, they did not examine this within a single exposure, but across many over a 
period of days. It is unknown if there are groupings of different participant responses or 
how patterns may emerge during a single exposure.  
Figure 4.2. From Howarth and Hodder, 2008. Each line represents a group of 10 
participants assigned to the described exposure pattern.  
 
 
Latent Profile Analysis  
 A statistical approach to examining the potential heterogeneity of SS over time is 
using latent profile analysis. The goal of latent profile analysis (LPA) is to categorize a 
sample of people into different groups or classes (Williams & Kibowski, 2016). While 
this is commonly used in clinical health settings and mental health research, SS has not 
been studied using this method. By sampling people every two minutes during their 
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motion sickness experience, it is possible to use this method to examine different time-
series development of symptoms. LPA offers the possibility to identify group 
membership and potentially deliver interventions based on classes that emerge.  
Research Question  
 The question posed by this chapter was: what time-series profiles of SS do 
participants report?  The dataset described provides a large sample of people asked at the 
same time-points to rate their sickness. LPA was used to mathematically identify profiles 




 For this analysis, participants who had SSQ scores for all blocks (1-5) were used. 
Those with incomplete data were not be used for this analysis because of the 
mathematical requirements for LPA prescribing an equal number of observations. Data 
from studies with multiple sessions by default came from the first session in the lab (see 
Table 2.3, session column, all with “1” was used). Data from subsequent sessions were 
not used in order to include each participant only once.  
Analysis 
 The variable of interest for this analysis was the SSQ total score after each block. 
As described in Chapter 2, the SSQ was collected at two minute increments while 
wearing the HMD, conducted five times. This will be referred to as SSQ 1-5 moving 
forward, with SSQ 5 being the last before removing the HMD. The use of the SSQ total 
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score provides a single numerical representation of sickness symptoms and severity at 
each time point. SSQ total score provides an insight at the overall experience of the 
participant after each block to provide a univariate outcome over time. As the SSQ 
subscales (Nausea, Disorientation, Oculomotor) are the focus of the next chapter, they are 
not included in this analysis.  
 LPA was conducted using the mclust package in R (Fraley Raftery, & Scrucca, 
2014). This package iteratively compares potential models by the shape of their 
distributions and number of profiles. Bayesian’s information criterion (BIC) serves as the 
index of model fit given the number of profiles, where a higher value is more optimal. 
Uncertainty was also calculated for each observation, where lower values indicate better 
quality of profile fit. The latent profile analysis was conducted on untransformed data to 
aid generalizability to SS applications. LPA has been described as a stronger model for 
cluster definition than k-means or hierarchical because of it’s iterative approach and use 
of the Bayesian fit methods as opposed to distance-based estimates. The iterative 




 To begin this analysis, a traditional aggregate data approach was taken to see if 
there was a general effect of time. The distribution of peak scores is shown in Table 4.1 
below. Most observations did see a peak SSQ in block 5 or at the end of the experiment. 
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A chi square analysis showed block 5 peak was the most common, 2(4) = 1401.9, p < 
0.01.  
 
Table 4.1. Peak by block counts.  
 Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Total 
 N % N % N % N % N % N % 
Peak SSQ 45 5.47% 35 4.26% 57 6.93% 93 11.31% 592 72.02% 822 100% 
Note: sample size reflects removal of participants with incomplete/missing data  
  
 As included in Chapter 2, participants had SSQ scores that were constant over 
multiple blocks, thus the one closest to the end was reported as the peak block. The 592 
peaks in block 5 thus includes those that reported a uniquely high score in block 5, as 
well as those who may have showed the same measurement for blocks 3-5 for example. 
Shown in Figure 4.3, the trend when participants are grouped was that SSQ scores 
increase for each block, which is also true for subscales (Figure 4.4).  
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Figure 4.3. Mean SSQ score by block, with range and medians on the X axis.  
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Figure 4.4. Graph showing mean subscale scores by block for all participant 
observations.  
 
 A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to examine if 
there was an effect of block. Mauchly’s test of sphericity was violated, W = 0.13, p < .05, 
so a Greenhouse Geiser correction was used. The ANOVA yielded an overall significant 
effect of block, F(4, 514)= 443.00, p < .001, 2 = .068. Pairwise comparisons were used 
for post-hoc tests, with Bonferroni correction for repeated comparisons, and yielded a p < 
.001 for all blocks, suggesting each is significantly different from the others. Figures 4.3 
and 4.4 show that scores increased with block. The effect size for the difference between 
Block 1 and Block 5 is 2 = 0.63, suggesting a medium effect size. Table 4.2 shows the 
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correlations between blocks, all of which were significant at the p < 0.01 level. 
Correlations showed a pattern of being most closely related to the preceding or following 
block (e.g. Block 2 is most correlated with Block 1 and Block 3). The higher correlations 
among neighboring blocks is likely a result of growing variability over time. 
Table 4.2. SSQ total score by block. 
 1 2 3 4 
Block 1 --    
Block 2 0.89** --   
Block 3 0.84** 0.92** --  
Block 4 0.77** 0.87** 0.93** -- 
Block 5 0.74** 0.85** 0.9** 0.94** 
 
LPA 1- All Participants 
 The first latent profile analysis was conducted using the observations from the 
total sample with all 5 SSQ administrations. A two profile solution had the highest BIC 
value (BIC = -2562.92; Figure 4.5). The model yielded two profiles with Profile 1 having 
172 participants and Profile 2 with 343 participants (Figure 4.6). The graph below shows 
the mean and standard error for each block by profile. Profile 1 included participants with 
largely 0 or minimal symptoms. The max score on the SSQ for a member of this group 
was 22.44 in Block 5. Uncertainty of profile membership ranged from < .001 to .48, with 
a mean of 0.02.  
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Figure 4.5. Elbow plot showing different potential models of profile fit.  
Figure 4.6. Graph showing the resulting LPA profiles by block.  
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LPA 2- Only Sick Participants (> 20 SSQ) 
 The second latent profile analysis was conducted using only those with a Peak 
SSQ greater than 20, N = 448. This yielded 4 profiles with Profile 1 having 88 
participants and Profile 2 (104), Profile 3 (242), and Profile 4 (14). All profiles 
demonstrated a trend in sickness increasing with each block. Bayesian’s information 
criterion (BIC) for this model was -3750.84 (Figure 4.7). Uncertainty of profile 
membership ranged from <.001 to 0.5 for the participants, with a mean of 0.16. Figure 
4.8 shows the mean and SEs for each block by profile. Overall, it appears the profiles are 
separated by severity, with each profile showing higher reports of sickness. Profiles 1 and 
3 appear to show a similar pattern, but with one just being slightly higher symptoms than 
the other. Both Profile 1 and 3 show a Block 1 mean below 20, but increased to 30-40 on 
the SSQ by block 5. These differ from Profiles 2 and 4 which show a steep slope, and 
start above 20 on average in Block 1. The difference between Profile 2 and Profile 4 
appears to be variability- but both show participants with significant symptoms and the 
same trend.  
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Figure 4.7. Elbow plot showing model fit by components for the “sick only” sample.  




 It was hypothesized that prior efforts to examine sickness patterns over time 
neglected subgroups that may exist within a larger distribution. The results of this chapter 
both support and challenge aspects of that notion. The first conclusion that we can draw 
from this analysis is that there is support for using around a 20 on the SSQ as a cutoff for 
significant symptoms, demonstrated by the first LPA separating out these participants. A 
score of 20 on the SSQ equates to roughly 6 slight symptoms and was used as a heuristic 
by Kennedy and colleagues to identify a simulator that posed operational issues 
(Kennedy et al., 2003). When examining our larger distribution, this cutoff served as a 
separation between two profiles- with one group showing a max of 22.44.  
 Next, the identification of profiles in only those with significant symptoms 
showed a grouping of profiles based on overall symptom severity, not necessarily 
different temporal patterns. The separation based on severity, and not different peaks in 
the dataset, was unexpected. The conclusion that can be drawn from that finding is that 
people get sicker over time, and that initial symptoms can be used to infer future 
symptom development.  
 LPA has been used to analyze a variety of problems, but presumes normality in 
the dataset. As noted in Chapter 2, the SSQ was non-normal, even after transformation. 
The positive skew in the DV likely contributes to the banding of participants by severity. 
Regardless, it serves as a way to characterize and quantify the variability in our sample of 
observations. Other methods of clustering, such as k-means clustering, could be 
examined to validate and re-examine the profiles identified to see if similar results are 
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found (e.g. Grant et al., 2020). As most motion sickness work most often lumps 
participants as a group for analyses in small samples, this serves as a first step to 
examining variability in a large group of SS observations.  
 In conclusion, these results suggest that approximately 20 on the SSQ has 
psychometric validity for separating out individuals with minimal/mild symptoms to 
those who show stronger responses. Within those who show symptoms, there are bands 
that can be identified based on overall severity and these can be used to quickly infer how 
someone’s symptoms may progress. Overall, there was strong evidence that sickness 
increases with duration of exposure regardless of severity. Further work is needed to 





OBJECTIVE 3: PROMINENT SYMPTOMS IN HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAY 




 The objective of this chapter was to examine prevalent clusters of symptoms in 
short HMD exposures. Chapter 5 compares Kennedy and colleagues (2003) results from 
a sample of military aviators reporting SS from flight simulator exposure to our HMD 
paradigm results. Additionally, the variability of symptom reports were examined for 
quantifying the heterogeneity of subjective symptoms associated with a common 
stimulus.  
Prominent Symptoms of Simulator Sickness 
 In Kennedy and colleagues SS work using a series of experiments (2003), they 
reported the differences in symptom ratings based on motion experienced (i.e. simulator, 
sea, or space). To do this, they compared SSQ subscales (Nausea, Oculomotor, and 
Disorientation) and frequency and severity of their report for each stimulus. Kennedy and 
colleagues compared SS in their studies to that of other sea sickness and space sickness 
work. Figure 5.1 shows the different profiles for each stimulus. Where space and sea 
sickness both showed high reports of nausea, the SS data was differentiated by having 
oculomotor symptoms as the highest. 
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 In a separate paper by Stanney, Kennedy, and Drexler (1997), researchers sought 
to define the symptoms of SS by examining the subscale scores from eight simulators. 
Stanney and colleagues argued that HMD-based sickness is characterized by 
disorientation-related symptoms followed by oculomotor, with much less nausea, and that 
symptoms are more severe than those caused by flight simulators. While that work 
describes a difference between the symptoms based on simulator, there was an 
experimental confound because the comparisons also were between college students 
(HMD studies) and military aviators (flight simulator). As the scores were significantly 
lower for military aviators, conclusions are limited about whether the etiology differed or 
just the population. Additionally, attention was not given to potential differences in 
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symptoms for those experiencing the same type of VE. The aggregation of their data to 
the simulator-level presumed participants experienced the same symptoms when using a 
common simulator. There has been little investigation into the variability of symptoms 
associated with a given simulator. By conducting a large scale analysis on our data, we 
can compare it to the previously reported profiles for further discussion of the 
phenomena.  
Sopite Syndrome 
 A set of symptoms missing from Kennedy’s and colleagues (2003) analysis of SS 
was sopite syndrome. Sopite syndrome is the change in mood or affect with the onset of 
motion sickness. This has yet to be investigated in short-term simulator usage. Sopite 
syndrome poses a challenge to those who use simulators for training, as people may 
experience SS without realizing it. Operational concerns relate to degraded performance 
and lack of medicinal treatments that alleviate sopite syndrome (Matsangas & McCauley, 
2014). As HMDs enter broader training programs and home usage, it is important to 
understand how many participants report symptoms and how severe they are. In some 
cases, sopite syndrome is the only manifestation of sickness, which may lead to the user 
not recognizing that they are experiencing a variation of motion sickness (Graybiel & 
Knepton, 1976; Lawson & Mead, 1998). Sopite syndrome is not represented on the SSQ. 
The MSAQ in contrast has sopite-related questions such as “I felt annoyed/irritated”, “I 
felt drowsy”, “I felt tired/fatigued”, and “I felt uneasy” and can be used to assess the 
prevalence of sopite. The MSAQ scores were be used to analyze the frequency and 
severity of sopite syndrome in the combined sample of HMD users.   
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Research Questions 
 The outcome of this chapter was to create symptom-based profiles associated with 
our paradigm and compare that to those identified by Kennedy and colleagues (2003). 
Here we addressed several research questions: how varied were participants’ symptom 
reports when experiencing the same stimulus? and how many of our participants matched 
the profile proposed by Kennedy and colleagues description of SS symptoms? An 
additional question in this chapter was how prevalent are sopite related symptoms in 
HMD users? This chapter serves as a descriptive approach to the specific symptom 




 Participants described in Chapter 2 were included in this analysis if they an SSQ 
and MSAQ, regardless of session. To examine variability in sickness, only those 
observations with > 20 on the SSQ were used in the LPA.  
Analysis 
 The individual item scores from the time of SSQ peak and subscale ratings (N, O, 
& D) were examined. The individual items for the MSAQ post and the MSAQ subscales 
(C, P, G, S) were also used. Descriptive analysis was conducted at the individual item 
and subscale level. The same LPA methodology using mclust in R was employed in this 





 Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the relative symptom severity for the SSQ and MSAQ in 
our sample. The most prominent symptoms on the SSQ were difficulty focusing, difficulty 
concentrating, and general discomfort. For the MSAQ, the most prominent symptoms 
were feeling sweaty, disoriented, hot, and dizzy. There was a very low nausea-related 
symptom incidence, with few participants reporting burping or increased salivation on 
the SSQ or feeling like they may vomit on the MSAQ. Vertigo was also very low on the 
SSQ, but history participants have not necessarily known the meaning of vertigo, which 
is supported by the relatively high incidence of I feel like I’m spinning on the MSAQ.  
Figure 5.2. Individual item means for the SSQ, note scores range from 0 (no symptoms) 
to 4 (severe).  
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Figure 5.3. Individual MSAQ symptoms, note the range is from 1-9 being the most 
severe.  
 
Incidence of sopite-related symptoms 
 A secondary goal of this analysis was to examine the relative severity of sopite-
relate symptoms. The Sopite MSAQ subscale contains items: annoyed/irritated, drowsy, 
tired, and uneasy. Figure 5.3 shows the relative item severity- while Sopite symptoms did 




 Figure 5.4 shows the subscale scores for the SSQ and MSAQ for our entire 
sample. Disorientation was the highest subscale on the SSQ, followed by Oculomotor 
then Nausea. This diverges from the Kennedy and colleagues published work (1993), 
with Disorientation being the lowest for the Naval fleet averages. The MSAQ subscales 
showed Central as the highest, closely followed by Peripheral symptoms, then Sopite and 
Gastrointestinal.  
 While the mean severity score for each subscale is one piece of evidence, the 
prevalence of 0 symptoms on each subscale contrasts that to highlight the sensitivity of 
these measures. The relative number of 0’s for each subscale at peak were: Nausea (141), 
Oculomotor (122), and Disorientation (282). For the MSAQ, the relative number of 
participants reporting no symptoms were: Central (219), Peripheral (285), Sopite (239), 
and Gastrointestinal (421).  
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Figure 5.4. Subscale scores for both questionnaires along with total scores. 
 
Latent Profile Analysis 
 For the LPA on the SSQ subscales, four profiles were identified. The second best 
fit model was the model with 4 groups, which had the highest BIC value (BIC = -
3463.21), as the difference in BIC for this versus a 3 profile solution was very small, the 
4 model solution was chosen to further examine the groupings (Figure 5.5). The 
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Profile 4 (24). Uncertainty of profile membership ranged from <.001 to 0.5 for the 
participants, with a mean of 0.12. 
Figure 5.5. Elbow plot showing respective profile models for SSQ subscales. 
  
 Figure 5.6 shows the means for each subscale by profile. Profile 3 had the lowest 
overall symptoms, showing a prevalence of Oculomotor > Nausea with very low reports 
of Disorientation. Profile 2 had the next highest symptom reports with all 3 subscales 
averaging at the same level, suggesting an overall discomfort. Profiles 1 and 4 show a 
clearer pattern of Disorientation much higher than Nausea and Oculomotor symptoms, 
but little difference between those two. The separation of these profiles suggests that 
Disorientation was prominent among participants with high symptom reports, but in those 
with mild symptoms this symptom subset was not defining.  
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Figure 5.6. Profiles of SSQ subscales graphed by means.  
  
 For the LPA on the MSAQ subscales, 8 profiles were identified. The best fit 
model was the “VEI” with 9 profiles, which had the highest BIC value (BIC = -3755.11). 
Due to increasingly small group sizes in that model, the VEI 8 profile solution was 
chosen with a relatively similar BIC (-3782.85; Figure 5.7). The respective profile 
membership was: Profile 1 (26), Profile 2 (76), Profile 3 (47), Profile 4 (87), Profile 5 
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(79), Profile 6 (99), Profile 7 (35), and Profile 8 (13). Uncertainty of profile membership 
ranged from <.001 to 0.62 for the participants, with a mean of 0.15. 
Figure 5.7. Elbow plot showing models of profile fit for MSAQ subscales. 
 
 Figure 5.8 shows the eight MSAQ symptom profiles. These are considerably 
more varied than those of the SSQ. Profile 4 shows those with very mild symptoms, 
which show little definition based on subscale. Profiles 3, 6, and 8 each show mild 
symptoms, but one or two subscales showing a mean much higher than the others (Profile 
3- Peripheral symptoms, Profile 6- both Central and Sopite, and Profile 8- Central). 
Profile 5 shows a moderate level of symptoms, but little definition based on symptom 
type. Profile 7 shows a strong definition in Peripheral symptoms, suggesting a separation 
of participants who may have begun to feel sweaty in particular as they performed the 
task. Profile 2 also shows moderate symptoms with Central dominance, but high reports 
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of all subscales. Last, Profile 1 includes the participants with the highest severity, who 
were once again high on all subscales but showed lesser Sopite symptoms by comparison. 
Figure 5.8. Mean MSAQ by subscale for profiles identified. 
 
Discussion 
 The purpose of this chapter was to investigate subgroups based on symptoms and 
compare those to the original work by Kennedy and colleagues. In addition, we sought to 
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examine patterns of symptoms in the MSAQ with attention to sopite symptoms. The SSQ 
and MSAQ showed different numbers of profiles and variability in participants. In the 
SSQ profile analysis, the primary determinant of profile membership appeared to be 
symptom severity, following closely with the Chapter 4. Profile 3 (N = 115) resembles 
Kennedy and colleagues, but there was considerable deviation in our paradigm from their 
work.  
 For the MSAQ, there was high variability with a total of 8 profiles identified. Like 
the SSQ, a few of them represent relative severity, showing a similar pattern of subscale 
reports. However, the items of the MSAQ yielded different profiles for those with mild 
symptoms. One profile reflected sopite-related minor symptoms, such as feeling drowsy 
or irritable. Another was characterized by prominent gastrointestinal symptoms with little 
other discomfort. It can be inferred that the nature of the items on the MSAQ with four 
independent subscales, as well as wider range of response options to indicate severity (1 
to 9) yielded more clusters than the SSQ.  
 The prominence of Disorientation symptoms in our paradigm was an interesting 
divergence from Kennedy and colleagues (2003). The major explanation of this is the 
different type of vestibular stimulation that comes from our task than that of a flight 
simulator. The yaw head movements plus latency likely contribute to the prevalence of 
Disorientation. An alternative explanation is that we are identifying a different experience 
than what Kennedy described as “simulator sickness”. Cybersickness has been discussed 
separately from SS in the past (Stanney, Kennedy, & Drexler, 1997), showing a 
Disorientation prominence as well, but in those displays it was D > N > O, where our 
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paradigm yielded D > O/N with little difference. Our symptoms were considerably higher 
in this study than either of those samples, but the stimulus used in our work was not a 
commercial product or operational device, but instead an experimental apparatus to study 
the topic. Further, due to the weighting of the Disorientation subscale (by a factor of 
13.92 as compared to 7.58 (N) and 9.54 (O)), we may see an increase in overall 
symptoms, and the weighting constant being what was pulling out that subscale.  
 While Disorientation appeared to be the highest SSQ symptom, interestingly it 
also had the highest number of participants reporting no symptoms (283). The high 
presence of zeros, while also being the dominant subscale in our paradigm, suggests that 
this was defined by the most severe participants in our sample. While people with mild 
symptoms seemed to report more Nausea and Oculomotor symptoms, those who showed 
high scores showed high Disorientation.  
 A divergence between the SSQ and MSAQ also appears when we examine the 
zeros. Although there was considerable overlap in the items on the SSQ Nausea and 
MSAQ Gastrointestinal subscales, 141 participants report 0 Nausea on the SSQ, while 
421 reported no Gastrointestinal symptoms on the MSAQ. There are seven items that 
contribute to the Nausea score on the SSQ- general discomfort, increased salivation, 
sweating, nausea, difficulty concentrating, stomach awareness, and burping. To contrast 
the MSAQ GI subscale contains only four items- I feel sick to my stomach, … queasy, … 
nauseated, and … I may vomit. The difference between the number and wording of the 
items contributes to this difference. The deviation in asymptomatic participants suggests 
that the SSQ Nausea might be picking up other phenomena.  
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 In conclusion, differences in profile variability between the SSQ and MSAQ 
provide interesting evidence for why they may not show complete concordance. The SSQ 
scoring likely contributes to differences in subscales scores. Both questionnaires 
demonstrate the significant variability in participant responses missed with small sample 
experiments that report aggregate data or report just SSQ total scores. Sampling can 
contribute heavily to symptoms experiences and this presents evidence that the stimulus 











 The purpose of this chapter was to examine the potential concordance of two SS 
measures: the SSQ and MSAQ. As described briefly in Chapter 5, multiple 
questionnaires have been used to examine SS and each is structured for a different 
purpose. There has not been a comparative tests conducted on these two SS 
questionnaires, leaving a research gap to be filled by our dataset.  
 
The SSQ and MSAQ 
 The SSQ was created by Kennedy and colleagues (1993) from an adaptation of 
the older Pensacola Motion Sickness Questionnaire (MSQ; Kennedy, & Graybiel, 1965). 
The Pensacola MSQ was created based on Kennedy’s personal notes and observations of 
sickness experiences of his experimental subjects. The MSQ had several deficiencies for 
measuring SS, in particular it included questions that were not relevant to SS specifically, 
and there were challenges to computer-based scoring (Kennedy et al., 1993). Kennedy 
and colleagues identified that SS symptoms were prevalent in less of the population and 
were generally less severe than motion sickness. The SSQ was created by prominent 
ratings from military aviators, not a general population.  
 The MSAQ offers a different approach to quantifying symptoms. While the 
MSAQ was not developed for SS alone, it encompasses many of the same symptoms as 
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the SSQ. When creating the MSAQ, sopite syndrome (described in Chapter 5) was 
specifically added. A key methodological component that was used in the creation of the 
MSAQ was having participants generate the adjectives that described their experience. 
The top ranking adjectives across participants were used to create the questionnaire. In 
the creation of this questionnaire, a student population was used, similar to that described 
in our dataset. The MSAQ was validated with the administration of the Pensacola 
Diagnostic Index (Graybiel, Wood, Miller, & Cramer, 1968) and Nausea Profile (Muth, 
Stern, Thayer, & Koch, 1996), but has not been matched to the SSQ.  
 The SSQ and MSAQ have a few key contrasts that potentially yield psychometric 
differences. The SSQ has a subscale and rating structure that is based on the initial factor 
analysis by Kennedy and colleagues. The three subscales are Nausea, Oculomotor, and 
Disorientation, as described in earlier chapters. The language of questions is challenging 
for participants, particularly because it is now 25 years old and came from an aviator 
population. The MSAQ questions are specific to four different groups of symptoms- 
Central, Peripheral, Gastrointestinal, and Sopite-related. Participants respond with a value 
from 1-9 for the MSAQ with no option of saying symptoms are absent (contrasting the 
“none” option in the SSQ, which does not contribute to the score). The two 
questionnaires have similar lengths and share the approach of sickness being 
multidimensional, not just on a unidimensional scale (Gianaros et al., 2001).  While they 
have similarities, the two questionnaires have not been tested for forms of equivalence. 
Motion Sickness History  
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 Kennedy, Dunlap, and Fowlkes (in Crampton, 1990) conducted a meta-analysis 
looking at the predictive ability of the MSHQ (Reason & Brand, 1975) for identifying 
differences in evoked sickness. Their work estimated that the predictive validity for a 
motion history questionnaire is around r = 0.4 for predicting the SSQ. The MSHQ has 
been used often in aviation settings because of the low cost of questionnaire 
administration, associated with relatively high reliability for sickness prediction. With the 
growth of SS since Kennedy and colleague’s meta-analysis, there have been few efforts 
to examine if this relationship remains or how it matches to the MSAQ.  
Research Questions 
 The objective of this chapter was to evaluate potential mathematical concordance 
between two subjective ratings of SS (the SSQ and MSAQ). There have been few studies 
that administer both questionnaires and no prior examinations of concordance, leaving a 
gap in understanding if they serve the same purpose and can be directly compared. 
Additionally, the relative predictive ability of the MSHQ was compared for both. This 
chapter addressed the following questions: is there strong concordance between the SSQ 
and MSAQ as measures of SS? And how much of the variability in these questionnaires 





 All participants were included in this analysis as long as they had complete SSQ, 
MSAQ, and MSHQ data. No exclusions were made based on individual variables or 
studies.  
Questionnaires 
 For this chapter, the focus was on the total scores for the peak SSQ, post MSAQ, 
and the MSHQ total score. Each of these questionnaires and their scoring is described in 
Chapter 2. Peak SSQ scores are chosen to match the post MSAQ, which specifies 
participants rate their symptoms as they were “at worst during the experiment”. These 
provide a univariate outcome of each questionnaire to then use for creating concordance 
equations and regression. As the previous chapter was focused on the subscale and 
scoring differences between the two questionnaires, this chapter is instead focused on the 
similarity between scores to examine if they have similar validity. 
 
Results 
 Scores for the SSQ ranged from 0 to 201.96, while scores on the MSAQ ranged 
from 11.11 to 90.97. Figure 6.1 below shows the relative percentile distributions for the 
questionnaires, positioned next to Kennedy and colleagues (1993) publication data. 
Pearson’s r was calculated for the three questionnaires- the MSHQ, SSQ, and MSAQ 
used in this dataset. The SSQ and the MSAQ were highly correlated, with r = .78, p < 
.001 (Figure 6.2).  
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Figure 6.1. Table showing percentile scores for Kennedy and colleagues (1993), and our 
current work. Note this was on complete data, including outliers.  
 
 Correlations between the subscales of the SSQ and MSAQ were computed to 
examine different relationships within the questionnaires (Figure 6.1). The weakest 
correlation was that of the MSAQ Peripheral subscale and the SSQ Oculomotor subscale 
Kennedy et al, 1993 Current SSQ Current MSAQ
N 1099 870 785
M 9.8 42.63 23.71
SD 15 38.43 14.98
Min 0 0 11.11
Max 108.6 201.96 90.97
Percentile
5 0 0 11.11
10 0 3.74 11.11
25 0 11.22 13.19
40 0 22.44 15.28
45 3.7 29.92 16.67
50 3.7 33.66 18.06
55 3.7 37.4 19.44
60 7.5 41.14 21.53
65 7.5 48.62 23.61
70 11.2 52.36 25
75 15 59.84 28.47
80 22.5 74 31.94
85 22.5 86.02 38.47
90 30 97.24 46.53
95 44.9 117.99 56.81
96 44.9 124.32 59.72
97 48.7 134.64 64.22
98 56.2 149.6 69.67
99 75.9 158.24 75.81
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(r = .42), which still had a strong relationship. To contrast, the highest correlation was 
between SSQ Oculomotor and SSQ Total Score (r = .94), followed closely by MSAQ 
Central and MSAQ Total Score (r = .93) and SSQ Disorientation- SSQ Total Score (r = 
.90). These three correlations together suggest the dominance and commonality of these 
measures in our paradigm.  
 
Table 6.1. Means, standard deviations, and correlations for MSAQ and SSQ subscales. 
Variable M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1. SSQ Nausea 30.79 27.83                 
2. SSQ Oculomotor 31.54 27.43 .78**               
3. SSQ Disorientation 33.29 40.54 .81** .76**             
4. SSQ Total Score 38.58 33.89 .91** .94** .90**           
5. MSAQ Central 24.03 16.68 .68** .66** .78** .75**         
6. MSAQ Peripheral 24.05 17.05 .66** .42** .51** .55** .60**       
7. MSAQ Gastro 19.23 14.89 .69** .47** .65** .63** .79** .60**     
8. MSAQ Sopite 21.31 12.79 .64** .72** .59** .71** .69** .47** .60**   
9. MSAQ Total Score 22.15 13.15 .78** .67** .76** .78** .93** .76** .88** .80** 
Note. * indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01. 
 
 Reduction in Uncertainty (RiU) was derived from the correlation of the 
questionnaires. The calculated RiU for the Peak SSQ-MSAQ relationship using 
untransformed data was 38% for this sample. This value is below the 50% threshold 
recommended by Dorans (2004) and suggests that while the two have a strong 
relationship, the two are not necessarily equivalent questionnaires. The less than 50% 
threshold suggests that concordance cannot be achieved for these questionnaires and thus 
a concordance table is not recommended. Additionally, the score distributions being non-
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normal, with a high proportion of particularly low scoring participants diverges from the 
assumptions made in concordance testing.  
Figure 6.2.  Correlation between SSQ and MSAQ total scores with best fit line. 
 
 The MSAQ total score and SSQ Peak Total Score were converted into a rank 
variable for further analyses. In the case of a tie, the matched values took the rank of the 
lowest rank (e.g. if there were 5 participants who scored 7.48, they would take the rank of 
the first possible not the last). To examine concordance of the ranked data, Goodman 
Kruskal’s gamma was used to determine the number of matched pairs (Shih & Fay, 
2017). Values of Goodman Kruskal’s gamma range from -1 to 1, with positive values 
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indicating more matched pairs. The gamma value for MSAQ-SSQ ranks was 0.73 (lower 
95% CI: 0.71, upper: 0.76; Figure 6.3).  
 
Figure 6.3. Scatter plot showing ranks of participants on both SSQ and MSAQ. 
 
Relationship to MSHQ 
 The MSHQ and SSQ had a correlation of r = .21, p < .01, while the MSHQ and 
MSAQ had a correlation of r = .28, p < .01 (Figure 6.4).  Multiple regression models 
were computed to assess the strength of this relative to other predictors of sickness such 
as age, sex, and ethnicity. Due to the limited variability in our sample for both age and 
ethnicity, as well as secondary interest in the effect of sex in this work, multiple 
regression was run using just MSHQ and sex to determine this relationship further.  
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Figure 6.4. The relationship between SSQ Total Score (left) and MSAQ Total Score 
(right) to MSHQ. 
 
 The first regression analysis was conducted with SSQ as the outcome variable and 
MSHQ and sex as the predictors. Overall, sex and MSHQ explained a significant amount 
of variance in SSQ scores, F(2, 500) = 12.17 , p < .001, R2 = 0.046. Sex was not a 
significant predictor of SSQ Peak Total Score (p > .05), but MSHQ Total Score was (p < 
.001). The adjusted R2 for the regression with just MSHQ as a predictor showed only a 
slight decrease in predictive ability, R2 = 0.043.  
 The second regression was conducted with MSAQ as the outcome variable and 
MSHQ and sex as the predictors. Again, MSHQ and sex explained a significant amount 
of the variance in MSAQ total scores, F(2, 421) = 18.79, p < .001, R2 = 0.082. While 
MSHQ (p < .001) served as a significant predictor, sex did not (p > .05). The adjusted R2 
for MSHQ alone, continued to show predictive ability for MSAQ total score, more than 
the SSQ variance, R2 = 0.078.  
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 Rank analysis was conducted on the MSHQ in relation to the other measures as 
well. Goodman Kruskal’s gamma was used to examine match between ranks. The rank 
match for MSHQ-MSAQ was G = 0.25 (lower CI: 0.18, upper: 0.31), while the MSHQ-
SSQ pairs were slightly slower, G = 0.20 (lower CI: 0.14, upper: 0.26). This once again 




 Of the total 875 observations of the SSQ, 68 sessions yielded no symptom reports 
(none on all items, all 5 blocks). On the MSAQ, there is no true zero point, thus 11.11 or 
a “1” on all items would indicate a participant showing no symptoms. There were 112 
observations of 11.11 on the MSAQ to contrast. Of these reports, 58 overlapped as 
asymptomatic on both the SSQ and MSAQ, where 54 had no reported MSAQ symptoms 
while having at least one mild SSQ symptom and 10 had no SSQ but showed symptoms 
on the MSAQ. Generally, the SSQ showed a higher sensitivity to mild symptoms with 
less 0’s and strong overlap with the MSAQ distribution. 
 While hypotheses were driven by the relationship between Peak SSQ and the 
MSAQ, SSQ 5 was administered immediately before MSAQ. An exploratory analysis 
was conducted to see if the relationship changed when SSQ 5 was used as the reference. 
In doing this, the correlation between SSQ 5 and MSAQ was r = 0.76, p < .01, almost 
exactly the same as the r = 0.78 from the SSQ Peak. The lack of difference between these 
correlations suggests that there would be no difference in concordance with SSQ 5.   
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Discussion 
 While it was expected that the SSQ and MSAQ would demonstrate fairly strong 
concordance, results suggest there are differences between the questionnaires. Dorans and 
Hollands have reported a 50% RiU or higher is considered a valid predictor, and the SSQ 
and MSAQ did not meet this threshold with an RiU of 38%. There were relatively high 
correlations between subscale items and the matched ranking of participants on both total 
scores. The differences in scoring and subscales between the SSQ and MSAQ make it 
logical the two have significant overlap, but are not perfect predictors of the other. 
Analyses like those in Chapter 5 highlight the different properties of these questionnaires 
that could contribute to the difference.  
 The slightly stronger predictive ability of the MSHQ for the MSAQ over the SSQ 
may serve as an indicator of the symptoms associated with classic motion sickness versus 
simulator-specific responses. The MSAQ is a measure created to quantify motion 
sickness symptoms more generally, where the SSQ has some more oculomotor-driven 
items. This difference could have contributed to the match between reported motion 
sickness history and MSAQ items being stronger. Where it had been previously inferred 
MSHQ could account for roughly 40% of variance in SS (Kennedy, Dunlap, & Fowlkes, 
1990), our results suggest that this relationship was diminished with a provocative 
stimulus like our HMD.  
 When examining the percentile distribution of scores on both items, our paradigm 
has a much higher report of symptoms and spread. Additionally, the sensitivity of the 
SSQ, over the MSAQ to identify participants with one or two symptoms could inform 
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future use. The major difference in severity and overall incidence in our sample 
compared to Kennedy and colleagues (2003) challenges the scoring mechanisms of the 
SSQ in particular. As mentioned in Chapter 5, the scoring mechanisms likely have a role 
in how varied SSQ responses are as well. The weighting of the SSQ items is based on 
that sample, and may not necessarily be reflective of different types of SS stimuli. In 
Kennedy and colleagues original SSQ analysis, 40% of participants showed no 
symptoms, which is a major difference from ours where nearly all participants showed 
some level of symptoms (Figure 6.1). 
 In conclusion, there are strengths and drawbacks of each questionnaire to be 
considered when one determines which to use. The SSQ has the strength of longtime 
publication- it has been much more cited than the MSAQ and thus results are more easily 
compared to across studies. The SSQ has a wider range of scores possible, from 0-235.6. 
However, the MSAQ sits on a percentage-based scale with scores from 11.11 to 100 
making it easier to conceptualize for a non-expert. When it comes to using these 
questionnaires they show similar results, so scoring methods, items of interest, and 









 This dissertation summarizes the findings from 16 years of data collection by 
Muth and colleagues. The combined dataset from this work includes 875 observations of 
SS, coming from a specific experimental design created and iterated by the students in 
this lab. One result of this dissertation is continued knowledge growth by sharing this 
data set and encouraging secondary analysis and use in future publications and meta-
analyses.  
 There were several objectives sought by this work in Chapter 1. Here are the 
implications for our findings as they related to each:  
Objective 1: to examine the contributions of sex and system latency to SS.  
 Chapter 3 sought to examine Objective 1 using a meta-analysis approach 
examining all of our data. The meta-analysis provides strong evidence for the lack of sex 
differences in experienced SS in our dataset. In a large sample of controlled laboratory 
exposures to a common SS stimulus, we demonstrated no differences between males and 
females. As Lawson (2014) described, there has been inconclusive results comparing the 
sexes for sickness, particularly in SS. While females showed slightly higher MSHQ 
scores, this did not seem to carry to their experience. Our paradigm shows much higher 
symptom report than others who have reported a sex difference, which likely contributes 
to why we did not observe an effect- it may only be prevalent in mild symptom report or 
retrospective ratings.  
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 Regarding latency, both the 0.2 Hz and varying latencies showed increased 
sickness relative to their counterparts. However, this difference was not powerful 
suggesting there are other variables at play. Our HMD task was provocative regardless of 
the latency manipulation, which presents concerns for VE development. Latency at the 
0.2 Hz and varying levels does show increased sickness, but it is not the final answer to 
why we see sickness in HMDs. Individual differences, the nature of the task performed, 
and prior experience likely contribute to the differences in SS. The implications of this 
are that a future predictive model or technical solution should consider latency 
characteristics as a variable, but it is not a magic bullet. Chapter 3 provides evidence that 
latency does play more of a role than sex, which addresses Objective 1.  
 
Objective 2: to identify time-series profiles of SS responses. 
 Chapter 4 addressed a time-series analysis of sickness severity. Using all 
participants, it was not time, but severity which defined profile membership. Participants 
separated out into two profiles- no to mild symptoms, and those who reported significant 
SS increasing over time. The split of these two profiles supports earlier work by Kennedy 
and colleagues, which identified 20 on the SSQ as a threshold for major symptoms.  
 The second analysis was only on those with major symptoms. While it was 
anticipated that we’d see variability in the time of peak symptoms, participants ended up 
being grouped based on severity, and all groups showed an increase in sickness over 
time. While this finding was interesting, and does support earlier work suggesting a trend 
in increased sickness with increased duration of exposure, a similar approach needs to be 
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taken manipulating the characteristics of the exposure. Our paradigm only had 
participants wear the HMD for roughly 20 minutes, which could differ substantially from 
a simulated mission or flight where participants experience a VE for an extended period. 
The methodological approach used to address Objective 2 could be used to better 
examine adaptation patterns in future research.  
 
Objective 3: to examine the prevalence of symptom clusters in short HMD exposures. 
 Chapter 5 addressed symptom clustering in our HMD paradigm. While the SSQ 
profiles were seemingly defined by severity, the MSAQ showed more variability in 
symptom reports. The SSQ and MSAQ demonstrated differences in clustering reflective 
of their different subscale structures and individual symptoms. The weighting of the SSQ, 
which favors those with high symptoms, likely contributed to the difference. The 
MSAQ’s four factor structure, with mutual exclusive symptom subscales, also is a major 
difference. Overall, participants showed high reports of symptoms across subscales, but 
due to the short duration of exposure and low prevalence of nausea verging on emesis, 
these individual symptoms tended to be the lowest. Relative to Kennedy and colleagues 
reports, we saw much higher severity and a profile of high Disorientation, followed 
evenly by Nausea and Oculomotor symptoms, reflective of our stimulus. 
 
Objective 4: to evaluate the similarity between measures of simulator and motion 
sickness. 
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 Chapter 6 addresses the similarity of the SSQ and MSAQ further and relates both 
to motion sickness history. Correlations between the two scales were very high for both 
total scores and subscales. Rank analysis showed that participants responded similarly to 
both questionnaires. The two did not demonstrate concordance such that they could be 
deemed equivalent, but that logically follows after Chapter 5 showed key differences in 
their item responses and structures. Motion sickness history showed stronger predictive 
ability on the MSAQ than the SSQ, suggesting the MSAQ more closely aligns with 
experiences of classic motion sickness. Exploratory analyses further demonstrate how 
these two questionnaires differ. The takeaway is that the overlap between the two was 
very high, and the choice of questionnaire to use should be based on specific need (such 
as individual items, subscales, or communicating scores easily), but they are 
psychometrically very similar. It remains unknown how these two may relate to other 
indices of sickness, such as physiological measures, to determine if one is “more 
accurate”.  
 
How This Addresses Limitations of Prior SS Work 
 Foremost, the contribution of this work is a large sample of SS exposures to 
contribute to the understanding of this phenomenology. The use of this large sample 
enabled us to examine heterogeneity and re-evaluate our earlier and conflicting 
conclusions on specific manipulations. The current dataset provided a large N to compare 
to the original conclusions of Kennedy and colleagues after 30 years of work on the topic. 
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As many studies had small samples, the analysis here presents stronger evidence to 
extend our understanding of the quantification of SS. 
 A strength of this dataset was a common experimental paradigm used to collect 
data that was possible to combine and analyze for these patterns. While the HMD used 
does not directly generalize to commercial devices, the consistency of this methodology 
allowed for examination of latent effects previously not examined in motion sickness. A 
common questionnaire administration and task/timing of measures provided the 
opportunity for an analysis like the seminal work of Kennedy and colleagues (1993). As a 
lesson learned, future programs of research would benefit from the consistency of 
measures and questionnaire administrations to help further our understanding of latent 
variables in motion/SS.  
Individual Variability  
 On the effect of sex, several chapters addressed this topic and results were fairly 
consistent. There was no significant effect of sex in our studies. While several individual 
studies may have shown a mild effect with a small sample, the larger body of work here 
suggests that females are no sicker than males in laboratory-based studies of SS. Females 
were more represented in those who dropped out of the study, which could contribute to 
the lack of difference by removing some of the most severe cases. Additionally, the 
MSHQ appears to show a slight difference between female and male sickness. As others 
have mentioned, this could be from physiological differences or psychological 
differences, such as high social acceptability for females to report illness (Lentz & 
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Collins, 1977; Golding, 2006). The lack of difference between males and females could 
be a further indication of separation of SS and classical motion sickness.  
 While we provided stronger evidence regarding the effect of sex, there was 
limited variability in other demographic variables to analyze for potential effects, such as 
ethnicity and age, which were limited by the use of a college student sample. While this 
sample differs from military participants used in most SS and motion sickness work, 
more representative samples are needed in this line of work to understand individual 
variability in motion sickness. Motion sickness history did serve as a predictor of 
response, which suggests that researchers interested in predicting future SS should ask for 
this type of rating. A program of research on motion sickness or SS should collect this 
information at a minimum, but the addition of other indicators, such as video game 
experience, parental/familial sickness history, history of use of motion sickness 
medications, prior exposure to simulators, balance/equilibrium measures, time since last 
meal, and other health indices would be best to create a comprehensive model of SS 
susceptibility. While the current dataset was a large sample and extends our prior 
knowledge on sickness variability, these factors could be used to capture the underlying 
factors that cause these differences.  
Latency in HMDs 
 Another benefit of using consistent methodology was being able to examine 
conditions collected across different studies. While we faced challenges with seemingly 
conflicting findings over the years, when examined in tandem we were able to consider 
the sum trend separate from variance in each sample. The present analysis provides more 
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decisive results suggesting the impact of latency on sickness. The takeaway from this 
work was that 0.2 Hz continues to be a value of interest to motion sickness researchers 
(Groen & Bos, 2008), and should be considered when it comes to HMD latency, but it is 
not a magic bullet for predicting sickness severity. The finding the variable latency 
continues to be more sickening than constant latencies, regardless of the magnitude of 
delay, is of relevance to those working on HMDs. When possible, latency should be 
quantified and examined not as a constant, but potentially varying value. Measurement of 
latency can allow for technical solutions and create devices that incite less sickness in 
their users.  
 
Simulator Sickness 
 The analysis in this dissertation extends our current understanding of subjective 
reports of SS. First, we’ve identified that there can be varied reports of symptoms within 
the same stimulus, as opposed to symptoms being reflective of the stimulus alone. 
Variability in symptoms challenges the notion Kennedy and colleagues (1993) advocated, 
that a given stimulus would yield a specific symptom profile. With that being said, as 
sickness increased, a more clear profile was observed in our paradigm with the SSQ. 
Participants who were past a certain threshold of sickness seemed to follow a common 
pattern of dominant symptoms, while variability was observed in those with mild 
symptoms.  
 A second contribution of this work to the body of knowledge of SS was how 
patterns emerge in a higher severity stimuli. In Kennedy and colleagues (1993) seminal 
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work on the SSQ, 40% of participants did not experience symptoms and the peak score 
reported in that was 108.6, to contrast, 90% of participants in this paradigm showed 
symptoms and the peak was over 200. While many of the original conclusions held, the 
definition of symptoms was limited- when participants showed symptoms they did so 
across subscales. The difference in overall severity shows that yaw head movements and 
HMD latency can be highly sickening, particularly in comparison to a flight simulator. At 
this time, there is not a large sample comparison using commercial HMDs or training 
tools to compare, but the data presented on percentiles with this paradigm alongside 
Kennedy and colleagues (1993; Fig 6.1) can be used to scale with other stimuli in the 
future.  
 Another takeaway for our understanding of SS was this dive into the 
psychometrics of two different questionnaires and how they relate to motion sickness 
history. When it comes to very mild symptoms, the SSQ appears to better catch these 
symptoms. However, the definition of the profiles on the MSAQ and addition of sopite 
symptoms serves as a way to communicate findings more easily. The MSHQ was a better 
predictor of the MSAQ which may serve additional value for future efforts to predict SS.   
 Recently, questionnaires have been published to quantify susceptibility to visually 
induced motion sickness (VIMS) as opposed to classical motion sickness (Keshavarz, 
Saryazdi, Campos, & Golding, 2019). Questionnaires like the VIMSSQ could be one step 
towards identifying individual variability before HMD exposure. While the questionnaire 
is attuned to predominantly visual stimuli, which was only part of our latency paradigm, 
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it also quantifies exposure to other sickening visual media (e.g. 3D movies, simulators, 
and VR) that could be more related to SS susceptibility.  
 
Motion Sickness 
  SS as it relates to classical motion sickness continues to be broadly defined. The 
findings on symptom development suggest that nausea (particularly near emesis) was not 
a trademark of our paradigm, but instead disorientation symptoms dominate. Although it 
is quicker and easier to collect shorter or unidimensional ratings of sickness, depth is 
missing when this approach is taken. Motion sickness and SS show variability in sickness 
reports and multidimensional questionnaires, like the SSQ and MSAQ, allow for further 
investigation into the underlying cause.  
 While motion sickness history accounted for some variance in SS reports, it was 
only a portion of the experience. There were many participants in this study who showed 
high MSHQ scores, with low experienced SS and vice versa. The divergence in these two 
could be interpreted several ways- we could be seeing evidence of the divergence of the 
two phenomena or this could be a product of just identifying a unique symptom profile 
within motion sickness.  
 As previously mentioned, 0.2 Hz and varying stimuli continue to have 
significance for understanding the perceptual systems underlying motion sickness. The 
conclusions drawn on this are limited by small effect sizes and limited other conditions 
for comparison. The apparatus and task used likely created a strong enough sensory 
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conflict, regardless of the manipulation within these experiments, that it presented a 
challenge for isolating these stimulus characteristics.  
 
Limitations 
 While this dissertation extends our body of work and understanding of SS, there 
are limitations that create the foundation for future work. The first was the scope of the 
dataset. While use of our laboratory’s raw data enabled the specific analyses planned, it 
limits the generalizability to commercial or operational SS devices. Likewise, these 
findings are limited by  the length of exposure and specific timing of the administration 
of the questionnaires. While this serves as an initial investigation into heterogeneity, 
often VEs are used for longer duration simulated missions and gaming, which we cannot 
account for with the current analysis. Applying this same methodology to longer 
exposures is needed to further investigate variability in participant responding with 
special interest to patterns of adaptation. The short administration of these questionnaires, 
less than one minute verbally for the SSQ, makes it possible to collect with relatively 
little interruption if needed. A different metric, like the Fast Motion Sickness Scale 
(Keshavarz & Hecht, 2012) could also be used to assess momentary severity. However, 
the use of a unidimensional metric removes the diagnostic ability to infer the cause of 
symptoms or treat the individual.  
 Additionally, a drawback of this the SSQ as a primary dependent variable when 
considering its non-normality and other psychometric properties. Many analyses and 
group comparisons presume a normal distribution, but the SSQ consistently shows a high 
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positive skew which often persists after transformation. Due to the symptoms and nature 
of onset of SS, the prevalence of zero or very mild symptoms is common. While our 
profile analysis has application to grouping people based on raw score, profile analysis 
should be further examined with other paradigms and distributions to see if patterns 
persist. The non-normality of both the SSQ and MSAQ will continue to limit our ability 
to convert scores and compare outcomes. Percentile ranks and rank analysis are one 
approach to examining data for norms and group differences.    
 A limitation of this work was the lack of understanding behind what leads to 
profile membership. While the current dataset enables this time-series analysis, there was 
limited information that can be used to determine individual differences. Future work 
should tie measurement of derived sickness with other experimental metrics, like 
selection criteria or task performance. There are likely individual differences that 
contribute to profile membership, such as motion sickness history, exposure, age, and 
characteristics such as tendency towards anxiety/attention for example. Likewise, there 
was no ground truth for comparison to determine which questionnaire more accurately 
reflects the participant experience. Future studies may consider other indicators of 
sickness to align these questionnaires and profiles with- such as physiological or 
behavioral measures.  
 Future work should examine further psychophysical thresholds for latency and 
sickness. Other frequencies and characteristics of latency could be investigated to better 
identify sickness thresholds in a large sample. The conclusions drawn here are limited by 
only using 0.2 Hz or 1.0 Hz latency, where work like Groen & Bos (2008), or O’Hanlon 
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(1976) examined many more conditions. This serves as a way to expand on the sensitivity 
to 0.2 Hz stimuli in HMDs.    
 
Conclusion 
 In conclusion, the large dataset presented in this dissertation serves as an update 
to the early assumptions made using largely flight simulators for data collection. While 
we found that varying latencies are more sickening when examining our combined work, 
the effect of sex appears null. Our dataset demonstrated variability in participants over 
time and in symptoms, but evidence converged to show “a rising tide lifts all boats” and 
sickness severity is what defines the profiles. Last, we contribute a comparison of the 
SSQ and MSAQ and their relative strengths and weakness, while both measure the 
overall construct of SS, their differences should be used to determine the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the next SS metric. In sum, this dissertation takes a quantitative 


























Demographics Questionnaire  
 





Any stomach problems? Y / N  
Any heart problems? Y / N  
Any brain problems? Y / N  
Any visual problems (other than glasses)? Y / N  
Do you have any inner ear problems? Y / N  
Do you smoke? Y / N  
If female, are you pregnant? Y / N  
If female, are you on your period? Y / N  
Currently taking any medications? Y / N  
Do you have any experience with helmet-
mounted displays? 
Y / N  
Do you have any experience with virtual 
reality simulators/environments? 
Y / N  
Do you have vertigo? Y / N  
Do you easily get motion sick? Y / N  
Gender: M / F  
Ethnicity:   
Age:   
Which is your dominant hand? L / R  
When was the last time you ate?   
 
Instructions for participants: 
1. No vigorous exercise for at least 1 hour before the experiment. 
2. No smoking or using any tobacco product, drinking alcohol, or drinking caffeine for at least 8 hours 





Motion Sickness History Questionnaire 
 
 




This questionnaire is designed to determine:  
(a) how susceptible to motion sickness you are, and  




1. Indicate approximately how often you have traveled on each type of transportation by using 
one of the following numbers:  
  
0 = no experience  1 = fewer than 5 trips  2 = between 5 and 10 trips  3 = more than 10 trips 
  
    Cars_____      Ships_____  
    Buses_____      Swings_____  
    Trains_____     Amusement  
    Airplanes_____    Rides_____  
    Small Boats_____    Others (specify)_____  
  
Considering only those types of transport that you have marked 1, 2, or 3 (those that you have 
traveled on) go on to answer the two questions below. (Use the following letters to indicate the 
appropriate category of response):  
  
N = Never    R = Rarely    S = Sometimes   F =Frequently    A = Always 
  
2. How often did you feel sick while traveling? (i.e., queasy or nauseated?)  
    Cars_____      Ships_____  
    Buses_____      Swings_____  
    Trains_____     Amusement  
    Airplanes_____    Rides_____  
    Small Boats_____    Others (specify)_____  
  
3. How often were you actually sick while traveling? (i.e., vomiting?)  
    Cars_____      Ships_____  
    Buses_____      Swings_____  
    Trains_____     Amusement  
    Airplanes_____    Rides_____  





Simulator Sickness Questionnaire  
 
 
Subject Number:      Date:    Session:  
 
 
Directions:  Rate your experience of the following (i.e., right now I feel:)  
  
  
1. General discomfort (N,O)  None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
2. Fatigue  (O)    None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
3. Headache (O)    None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
4. Eyestrain (O)    None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
5. Difficulty focusing (O,D)  None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
6. Increased salivation (N)  None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
7. Sweating (N)    None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
8. Nausea  (N)    None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
9. Difficulty concentrating (N,O)  None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
10. Fullness of head (D)   None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
11. Blurred vision (O,D)   None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
12. Dizzy (eyes open) (D)   None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
13. Dizzy (eyes closed) (D)   None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
14. Vertigo (D)    None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  
15. Stomach awareness (N)  None____Slight____Moderate____Severe____  
  





Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire  
 
Participant # ______________________     PRE  POST 
I felt sick to my stomach 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt faint-like 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt annoyed/irritated 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt sweaty 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt queasy 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt lightheaded 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt drowsy 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt clammy/cold sweat 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt disoriented 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt tired/fatigued 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt nauseated 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt hot/warm 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt dizzy 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt like I was spinning 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt as if I may vomit 
1——2——3——4——5——6——7——8——9 
I felt uneasy              











Block # 1 H / M 1 Block # 2 H / M 2 Block # 3 H / M 3 Block # 4 H / M 4 Block # 5 H / M 5
Left Clock 1 Right Shelf 41 Left Fire 81 Right Fan 121 Left Flag 161
Right Cross 2 Left Scale 42 Left Scale 82 Left Flag 122 Right Cross 162
Right Shelf 3 Right Flag 43 Right Cross 83 Right Fan 123 Left Hall 163
Left Hall 4 Right Hall 44 Left Flag 84 Left Cross 124 Right Shelf 164
Right Fan 5 Right Cross 45 Right Cross 85 Left Fire 125 Left Hall 165
Left Fire 6 Right Fan 46 Left Clock 86 Left Flag 126 Right Fan 166
Right Hall 7 Left Scale 47 Right Fan 87 Right Cross 127 Left Cross 167
Right Fan 8 Right Fire 48 Right Shelf 88 Left Fire 128 Left Scale 168
Right Shelf 9 Left Scale 49 Left Fire 89 Right Shelf 129 Right Fan 169
Left Clock 10 Right Fan 50 Right Shelf 90 Left Flag 130 Left Scale 170
Right Flag 11 Left Cross 51 Left Scale 91 Right Fan 131 Right Fan 171
Left Scale 12 Left Clock 52 Right Hall 92 Left Flag 132 Left Hall 172
Right Fan 13 Right Shelf 53 Left Scale 93 Left Scale 133 Left Clock 173
Left Flag 14 Left Fire 54 Right Hall 94 Right Hall 134 Right Shelf 174
Left Scale 15 Right Cross 55 Right Fan 95 Right Fan 135 Left Fire 175
Right Shelf 16 Right Fan 56 Left Hall 96 Left Scale 136 Right Cross 176
Left Fire 17 Left Fire 57 Right Shelf 97 Right Fire 137 Left Fire 177
Right Cross 18 Left Scale 58 Left Fan 98 Right Hall 138 Right Fan 178
Left Fire 19 Right Hall 59 Left Flag 99 Right Fan 139 Left Hall 179
Right Fan 20 Left Fire 60 Right Shelf 100 Left Fire 140 Left Flag 180
Left Clock 21 Left Flag 61 Left Fan 101 Right Fan 141 Left Clock 181
Right Shelf 22 Left Scale 62 Left Fire 102 Left Fire 142 Right Cross 182
Left Clock 23 Right Fan 63 Right Shelf 103 Right Shelf 143 Right Shelf 183
Right Flag 24 Left Hall 64 Left Flag 104 Left Hall 144 Left Cross 184
Right Shelf 25 Left Clock 65 Left Scale 105 Left Flag 145 Left Clock 185
Left Fire 26 Right Fan 66 Right Fan 106 Right Fire 146 Right Fan 186
Left Flag 27 Left Hall 67 Left Hall 107 Left Scale 147 Left Scale 187
Right Fan 28 Left Flag 68 Left Clock 108 Right Hall 148 Right Fan 188
Left Hall 29 Right Shelf 69 Right Cross 109 Left Scale 149 Left Cross 189
Left Fire 30 Left Fire 70 Left Scale 110 Right Hall 150 Left Flag 190
Right Hall 31 Right Cross 71 Right Fan 111 Right Fan 151 Left Clock 191
Right Shelf 32 Right Shelf 72 Left Hall 112 Left Fire 152 Right Fire 192
Left Hall 33 Left Clock 73 Right Shelf 113 Right Fan 153 Right Cross 193
Left Clock 34 Right Hall 74 Left Clock 114 Left Cross 154 Left Flag 194
Right Shelf 35 Right Cross 75 Right Hall 115 Left Clock 155 Left Clock 195
Left Fire 36 Right Shelf 76 Right Shelf 116 Right Fan 156 Right Hall 196
Left Scale 37 Left Fire 77 Left Clock 117 Right Shelf 157 Right Shelf 197
Right Flag 38 Right Cross 78 Right Flag 118 Left Cross 158 Left Cross 198
Right Fan 39 Right Shelf 79 Right Shelf 119 Left Flag 159 Left Clock 199




Exploratory Analysis- Added Mean Latency 
 Others have proposed that added latency is sickening to HMD users. In work by 
Muth and colleagues, this has previously not been supported in added constant latencies. 
However, in the combined dataset, there are more observations to examine the effect of 
increased latency. To conduct this analysis, values from the K column in Table 2.2 were 
used to compare latencies. In the combined dataset, there were 5 different K values: 0 (N 
= 192), 100 (N = 322), 145 (N = 29), 200 (N = 81), and 300 (N = 30). Due to the 
variability in group sizes, and high presence of varying conditions in the 100 ms group, 
no further statistical analyses were performed.  
Table A.1. Different mean latencies and relative spread.  
K Value N Mean SD Med Max 
0 192 33.95 32.06 26.18 134.64 
100 322 46.06 36.66 37.4 157.08 
145 29 31.73 37.18 18.7 149.6 
200 81 34.17 31.97 26.18 149.6 
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